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1 Abstract
Multidimensional analysis, trends analysis, summaries and drill-downs as data warehousing
methods of choice provided rich, valuable and detailed perspective of cancer threats in terms of
virtually any dimension covered by data. These allowed to model the risk of cancer including age,
race, sex and survival chances among others, to spot most dangerous and incident cancers, revealed
how little survival chances and treatment efficiency increased over last 30 years and how little early
diagnosis was improved, presented trends and changes in them and changes in cancer risk related to
place of residence and emphasized the importance of risk mitigation by screening and healthy lifestyle.
These methods also turned out to be easy, requiring less computer science related knowledge as one
could expect. With little support from IT staff, oncology domain professionals can easily benefit from
vast data sets and analytical power applied to it. Data mining algorithms evaluated over melanoma of
the skin data managed to extract what's already known in the domain. Therefore, when used by
oncology professionals over less generic data one can expect data mining to have the potential of
extending experts' knowledge. Neural networks, decision trees and clusters showed higher prediction
accuracy than Naive Bayes classifiers and association rules but it is advised to merge results from
many algorithms. Findings by particular algorithms are often disjoint and when combined, allow to
reveal more despite varying predictive performance. Analysis of caCORE system and systemic
integration experiment proved that building a large-scale oncological data system integrating
distributed data is extremely complex. Integrating with it requires a lot of effort to understand its
structures, prepare data mappings and implement integration procedures. Strict cooperation of IT and
oncology professionals is mandatory. Suggestions were made to simplify the generic caCORE data
model (ontology) or split it into smaller parts and expose as much integration functionality as web
interfaces or encapsulated classes to decrease the complexity of the process. Tweaked like that,
caCORE would be fully feasible and could be considered as the future of application of data
warehousing and data mining techniques in oncology, providing distributed and common-model
compliant dataset and leveraging the power of research community.
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2 Thesis goals and outline
The main goal of the paper is answering research questions enclosed in the thesis proposal.
2.1 Research questions
1. Which data warehousing techniques can be used for efficient analysis of medical data from the
oncology?
2. Which data mining algorithms can be used for efficient pattern and regularities search in
medical data from the oncology?
3. What are the guidelines for design of decision support system for oncology physicians that
would use algorithms and techniques researched in the scope of previous questions?
2.2 Outline
To answer the questions, following steps in the thesis were differentiated, reflected by report chapters:
1. Presentation of value of data warehousing and mining techniques, underlining the reason why to
use them in data analysis and what is the expected result of applying them over a large set of
oncology data.
2. Analysis of large-scale oncological data provided by American National Cancer Institute (NCI),
which described cases of cancerous diseases in American society within the wide timespan of
years 1973 - 2005 (the largest database available at NCI). The source lists cases of cancer
described by multiple dimensions like age of the patient, year of diagnosis, type and extent of
the disease, applied treatment, sex, race, place of birth, type of residence place and many others.
In some cases, the dimensions describing the data can by fully understood only by oncology
professionals. Overall, not less than 50 dimensions are available, most of them being singlelevel (so the warehouse model is more likely to be considered a star scheme). The data is
wrapped by a tool-set application similar to Microsoft Analysis Services, allowing to perform
elastic queries over the dataset, the lack of visualizing layer requires some manual copy-paste
editing
in
a
spreadsheet
software,
like
Excel.
Goals of the NCI data analysis to research, visualize and draw conclusions from the aggregated
data observed from specific points of view (data warehouse dimensions). Following topics of
the analysis have been selected as the ones containing most valuable knowledge and mostly
contributing to awareness of cancer diseases presence, scales and ratios:
1. most frequent cancer cases;
2. most growing (in terms of rates) ones;
3. the ones detected in latest stages (relatively to other types)
4. most dangerous ones (picked by survival prognosis)
To spot trends and regularities in cancer occurrences following dimensions (data warehouse
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views) have been selected as most speaking for the observation purposes:
1. years of diagnosis;
2. sex
3. age at diagnosis (measured by 5-year intervals)
4. race
5. morphology of tumour
6. stage of cancer when detected
7. type of residence area
8. human body subsystem that is affected by the disease
9. specific cancer primary site
4. Research of the newly introduced caCORE cancer data analysis system, currently in
development. The system may be considered, when compared with SEER Stat, as the next step
in collecting, storage and multidimensional analysis of cancer diseases clinical data. Key
progress factor is that caCORE database is extensible and backed with published oncology
domain ontology – a model similar to UML specification of the domain. With this available,
researchers can contribute to the model with bits of the domain not yet present there and after
this, plug in their own data sources and build analytical services upon the system. The thesis
chapter describes the system in details and performs a demonstration on how to merge own
model of the domain piece and use to bind own data source to the system, therefore extending
its capabilities.
5. Discussion and conclusions, including summary of values provided by analytical approach to
oncology data, reflections on performance, easiness of use and feasibility of both systems and
their potential to supply researchers with meaningful, cleaned data and services for analysis.
Additionally, future aspects of the caCORE system are to be discussed, which may contribute to
its success as a popular and integrated (in the worldwide scale) source of data abut cancer cases,
therapies, drug research and other aspects. The chapter also contains revision of thesis research
questions.

Illustration 1: Structure of the thesis
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3 Understanding the need of data warehousing
When studying literature introducing readers to the topic of data warehousing, either a lot of
features of these suites is provided or the description is spread across so many pages that it takes too
much time and effort to spot the new value a data warehouse introduces and reasons why it is built.
Moreover, typical and common buzzwords define advantages of deploying them like: “gaining
competitive advantage” or “accelerating business growth”.
What is going to be provided in this section is the understanding of what a data warehouse is. It
shall be clarified why companies actually use data warehousing techniques, what is the motivation
behind it and what is the key benefit of them, which cannot be achieved by any other solutions,
particularly by standard database applications.
More detailed view of available data warehousing techniques and progress in that area is
delivered in further thesis chapters, with exact explanations of what to do to apply specific technique,
how to do it and with which tool. After reading this section though, one shall be able to answer the
question: “why to bother with data warehousing?”
3.1 The idea
A typical database contains a vast number of detailed information and is possibly the best
solution one can choose for quick and reliable storage of vast amount of data and for acquisition of
details. A typical accompanying application built on top of a data source is designed for dealing with
rather single instances of data entities, which can be of arbitrary form. An record representing a person,
or a car or whatever can be very efficiently manipulated and combined with other records it is bound
with by a relationship. Even when filling a sort of tabular displaying structure with data, the number of
rows retrieved is in most cases relatively small to what databases in business can store.
There is a price to pay for this very “close-up” view. Namely, data consumers are almost
separated from any sort of “big picture”. Assume a database application business area supports
shopping centre trading - they can tell what sort of products Svensson or Kowalski bought on a specific
day in a specific shop, but there is actually no way for them to see the information from wider
perspective. Therefore, they would struggle to analyse the data already stored and to draw any
conclusions. Following that line, they are incapable of making business decisions being provided with
details only.
What mentioned users actually see, can be expressed by a metaphore-alike picture below.

Illustration 2: Small
scope view of a place
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Illustration 3: Small scope view of data
A very detailed view of data provided by most of the database-driven applications allows
recognition of single-case, or better to say: “single-transaction” finest particulars. The price for that there is no “big picture”.
What data warehouses do is providing the ability to see large number of summarized,
aggregated data, from different perspectives (in a multidimensional way), taking time into
consideration as well. All of this will be carried on later, the merits of the case is with what users see
now, they can start to analyse the data.

Illustration 4: Large scope, "bird view" of the place
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Illustration 5: Large scope view of data
A bird's eye perspective a data warehouse delivers allows its users to understand the relations
and spot the facts in data that spread on a much wider number of instances (records) or database
structures that reflect company framework. All the details visible in the previous approach are
sacrificed (still though, DW tools allow users to magnify selected areas of data and pull original
records from source databases before lossy aggregation and summarizing transformed them – the
feature, called most often a “drill – through” will be covered more precisely later on)
Therefore, we can think about a data warehouse not only its technical definitions and architectural
demand terms but also as a different approach to the data. There is nothing new or particularly
innovative in this – all sort of charts used to summarized the data even in the times when no database
technologies were known share the attitude. DW tools evolved from them in order to challenge
situations when huge amount of stored data from heterogeneous, mutually incompatible in terms of
standards sources, reporting versatility, easiness of use and quick report delivery have to be combined.
3.2 The implementation

3.2.1 Multidimensional perspective of the data, cubes, measures and customizable calculation.

The way how one accomplish a need of aggregated, multidimensional view is based on a very
aboriginal ingredient of actually any database application – a relation. Relations join database entities
reflecting the real – world way they interact. A quick returning instance: a database for shopping centre
business would possibly store information about products offered, types of products, customers, shop
assistants, promotions and shops themselves, to name just a few. A case of selling a product would be
reflected in a transaction that is also made persistent. Connecting each and every transaction with
information like what was bought, who bought, in the scope of which promotion, by whom she or he
was assisted, when and where is the responsibility of relations.
Therefore they provide excellent traces for observing data from different angles. If we know
(because of the data stored) about all the transactions in a for instance previous fiscal year, we can ask
questions like what properties are most common among customers who generate highest revenue for
the company or at what time sales of what sort of products were the highest. In fact, number of these
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types of questions is probably boundless and depends on the analyst imagination and curiosity only. To
answer them, we have to look at the data from a perspective of a customer, product, place, time etc.
The next key implementation factor of a data warehouse are measures. They are often single
numerical columns pulled directly from the database, but can also be composed of many fields put
together in a formula. What's most relevant, values to be observed in data are delivered by them. In the
mentioned example of shopping centres, an income, number of items sold or cost incurred in single
transaction could be good candidates for measures.
As pointed out, measures could also be more complicated formulas, making use of values of
more than one column. In order to be prepared for situations if this is the case, tools facilitating
processes of creation of a data warehouse application shall allow developers to make use of predefined
logical (returning boolean results), mathematical (like standard deviation, regressions) or data
navigation functions (like the ones that form an array or set from records provided or can navigate
through relations) to operate on database-alike structure. If the development is done from scratch,
without using any available warehouse builders, it's almost sure functionalities listed above will have to
be implemented.
Multiple perspectives sharing the same data are combined into a structure called a cube. The
name is frankly derived from the very first way we image a multidimensional structure. The most
advanced one most of us can think of in the term of the shape is a 3D cube and this was used to reflect
the multiple viewpoints of the data a data warehouse provides.
In real data warehouses, their data storages layer for aggregated and summarized data differs
substantially form the way a operational database is designed. In details, much more redundancy is
allowed and the general schema is star-alike, with a centric table storing events users need to analyse
and related entity tables surrounding it. This can be multiplied as many times as the count of observed
events. Common name for mentioned event storage is “fact table”. In operational databases, schemas
get much more complicated than a start-alike one.
Moreover, established dimensions can be divided into levels on which data can be analysed. An
exemplary case could be a perspective (dimension) of a location, that could be separated into countries,
states, cities, districts levels etc. according to user needs and depth of location data.
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Illustration 6: Data model for multidimensional
analysis

A typical segment of the operational database structure presents a transaction table (marked
yellow) and related tables containing entities playing a role in a transaction. This structure, being fully
legal in terms of relational approach in building a database, can be easily converted into a
multidimensional cube allowing to observe and analyse the data from different perspectives like in the
following picture.
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Illustration 7: Schematic data model for multidimensional viewing.
A schematic view of transactional (event) data and related data gathered around it turned into a
comprehensive, multidimensional view. Behind the scene, a joined tables like the ones on previous
picture serve as a source of information and measures that, summarized and aggregated provide the
observable value. Using this view, questions like the ones on the picture can be easily answered.
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4 Understanding the need of data mining

4.1 Traces of similarity to data warehousing in data mining
When putting data warehousing and data mining techniques side by side, only partial, little
resemblance can be spotted. They both share the similar goal and benefit of data owners which is
making them more aware of valuables facts and information contained in huge amount of data they
have been collecting. This is partially done thanks to summaries of data these techniques deliver and
abilities to discover some trends in data their owners didn't know anything about, or at least weren't
sure about their existence. Both techniques are designed to make large amount of data more
comprehensive. At that point though, the similarities end.
In the literature this chapter is based on ([2]), the definition of data mining in use, that spans
over the whole book, is (to quote it rather directly) that it is analysis of (very often large amount of)
data to find unsuspected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are understandable
and useful to the data owner.
Referencing this, still a great difference between these techniques and data warehousing cannot be
seen. The reason for that is because it is hidden in the way analysis is done.
In a data warehouse, instances (or better to say samples- which in most cases a derived directly from
records, single ones or some of them joined) are summarized in a rather straightforward way and
viewed from separate perspectives. Let sums of integer fields (like money paid for goods) of records
belonging to certain groups (this implements perspectives) that are calculated be an example of that. In
data mining techniques this is a much more sophisticated process with some stages that can be
separated in it. Moreover, there are a few focused data mining tasks and methods used to fulfil them are
adjusted for the job as well.
4.1.1 Steps in data mining process and the process components

To be extremely brief, one need to find a model that describes available data well. Achieving
this, data could be better understood and some predictions about future instances could be done. But
before gaining this advantage, a method to verify whether the assumed model fits the data has to be
found and used.
4.1.2 Creation or selection of a model

At the very beginning, we need to find out what kind of model describes the data best.
It is a tricky task in most cases because of the different structure of available data. At the
moment we distinguish the cases in our observation (these can be database records for instance) and
their attributes (represented by column attributes), many challenges may arise. Some variables are
continuous, other discrete like the ones that allows only categorized or enumerated values, the other
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can be missing or of uncertain value. Additionally, possibly not every case possess was observed in
terms of the same variables which implies that a standardized description of every case would require
adding new variables to it for the sake of compatibility, with empty observation value as the only
possible. And this matrix-alike form of very general model still does not support the way observation
of cases changes in time.
Anyway, researchers are not left alone at any of the data mining process stages, at this one in
particular. Some heritage of already developed process components lends a helping hand and there are
some predefined models that describe certain sorts of input well.
A score function allows to verify whether a chosen representation of the data describes data
properly and to adjust model parameters in order to reach appropriate accuracy. Functions like
misclassification rate, sum of squared errors or likehood [3] are most commonly used because of their
general character elasticity in model verification and fine-tuning. Score function formulas shall also be
reasonably priced in terms of computational effort required to calculate their values. Being prone to
surprisingly high changes of results for some specific input from the available data is not desired as
well and such score functions could lead to inappropriate model verification.
4.1.3 Optimization of the score function

On the way for adjusting model parameters an extreme value of the score function is to be
found, for instance a minimum if it measures the error in representing data with selected model.
Because value of this function can be measured for arbitrary sample from the data repository and the
possibilities are usually numerous, the problem is usually transformed to an optimization task.
Depending of its exact nature, this can be tacked using algebraic transformations, differential calculus
or heuristic search. One has to pay attention though to avoid the model over-fitting the data, which
means representing them to precisely. Such cases decrease efficiency of prediction new cases values.
4.1.4 Managing the data

The origin of the problem is, as one could expect, large amount of data, but in fact not the
possible storage shortages cause it but delays in accessing it. Some optimization algorithms simply do
not take into account the fact that some input data they use when finding extreme values may not be
accessible as quickly as other ones. If the data set used for optimum search is relatively small and it can
be stored in RAM memory of the computer, any difficulties related to that disappear. Large datasets
however, which are stored in relational databases on much slower disk-based media, can slow the
algorithm execution substantially.
A remedy for that is a boost in fetching data provided by state-of-the-art database engined, with
usage of indexing and query optimization techniques playing relevant role. Still though, it cannot be
compared with a situation where optimization input is located in random-access memory and freelyaccessible.
4.2 Data mining specific tasks
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4.2.1 Data exploration

There is no main goal defined for this sort of data mining activities and it focuses rather on
graphical representation of data and simplification techniques in case of its high dimensionality (like
principal component analysis) and projections to make the input more visual and human-readable.
Researchers effort in this area has been directed into proposing solutions for mapping very complicated
relations into simplified structures. When this is achieved, analysts can conclude from the data more
easily or this gets feasible at all.
4.2.2 Descriptive modelling

The area of application embraces approaches to apply mathematical or structural models to
input data and by saying that, estimations of probability distributions in data, its segmentation or
clustering in groups of entities sharing selected characteristics is meant.
4.2.3 Modelling for prediction, classification and regression

While previous task aims rather to make data more explanatory and to acquire as much
information of it as possible, current one's target is to forecast a value of selected attributes basing on
their (and additional ones) values from the past. According to [3], these predictions shall rather be
considered in limited, defined scope of time, not for future in general; predictions of both categorical
and continuous attributes are handled, by classification and regression, respectively. What's
distinguishes predicting techniques from explanatory ones (mentioned in the last paragraph) is that they
do not focus on the whole attribute space.
4.2.4 Discovery of patterns and rules

Although previous tasks can help detecting patterns and relations in data analysts weren't aware
about as well, this task is strictly about that and mainly applies association rules in the effort of spotting
them. Trying to detect boundary sections in input data – regions when standard properties end and
abnormalities begin can lead to successful rules discovery. Matching a proper model to the data in this
case is of lesser importance.
4.2.5 Retrieval by content

Explaining that the possibly very best example of this task is the most popular web search
engine allows to image what it is about. The challenge is to find best matches in the data (these can be
of every type – relational table entries, media, textual documents or whatever) when being provided
with a small trial sample of what's desired. According to literature, the distance, or similarity between
sampled entry and stored data it to be evaluated, generally speaking, still though, techniques to achieve
that vary a lot, especially at the stage of transforming general input “signal” (text, graphics, sound,
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categorical entries for instance) to its mathematical representation.
4.2.6 Specific background difficulties in data mining

Two of them are are particular as they are not that strictly derived from the mining algorithms
themselves rather that from what they have to deal with. Both of them exist because of vast amount of
data mining techniques have to handle. Assumptions that this data is freely accessible, or rather not
taking into consideration that it isn't renders many mining techniques being weakly-scalable and
slowing down not proportionally when the data sets gets larger. This is because randomly-accessed
computer memory (RAM) cannot match the expansion of data volume to analyse and storages more
than three decimal points slower (any sort of magnetic or optical drives) have to be in use.
Another related problem is the fact that algorithms can be mislead by huge amount of data and discover
relations that in real world does not exist, but seem to do so in the data because of accidental
similarities, caused by high range of input choice. Literature provides numerous ridiculous associations
spotted only due to binding a target variable to so many potential influencing ones. Remedies for that
are intensive input data splitting for detection and verification purposes and relying on human expertise
in doubtful cases.
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5 Analysis of National Cancer Institute USA cancer cases data
The goal of this chapter is to draw conclusions from analysis and observation performed on
large cancer diseases dataset (1975-2004) over USA population. Using data warehousing analysis and
data dimensions like sex, race, stage of disease and is morphology and primary site, residence area, age
at and year of diagnosis and others and data mining techniques, questions like
– which are the most frequent and most growing (rates) types of cancer
– what is the age structure of diseases occurrence
– what are the relation of ratios of some specific cancers (including the most frequent ones)
– what are the trends over years in selected as well as general cancer diseases prevalence and how
they relate to selected factors (like mentioned data dimensions)
– in general, how data warehousing and mining techniques perform in drawing meaningful
conclusions from the data and how well are they capable of visualizing trends and regularities

5.1 Brief introduction into SEER Stat system
The system can be considered as a medical data warehouse with its front-end available to all
who sign an agreement limiting distribution of database content that is going to be made available to
them and download client-side software from NCI website.
The data repository itself can be accessed on-line, using light client only which allows creation
and execution of queries than are then being sent to the SEER Stat for servers-side processing and
response generation. The response is then retrieved by the client and displayed in a tabular form.
Elasticity of queries formulation allows it to simulate Excel and Analysis Services pivot tables (which
dimensions are locked in rows or columns, also overlapping, is fully adjustable). Processing queries
generating even large datasets generated by the server-side scripts took rarely more than a minute.
Further options for data usage is downloading it in a binary form (around 500 MB) or as textual
flat files (~1,5 GB) with specification of fields to use it in third party analytical tools.
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Illustration 8: Simplistic schematic view of SEER Stat
architecture.
The SEER Stat is particularly rich in terms of dimensions of data, which count to more than 50.
Some of them are very comprehensible and therefore analysis of limited data aspects can be easily
carried through by laymen (in terms of professional oncology domain knowledge), however there are
plentiful detailed medical characteristics of each case, allowing physicians to make even more use of
the system. Dimensions dictionary windows (with a couple of most comprehensive categories
expanded) for SEER Stat is depicted below.
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Illustration 9: SEER Stat data
dictionary with dimensions and
categories they belong to.
Working with SEER Stat is organized into sessions, in which users can analyse aspects of data
with separated concerns. Sessions share almost all dimensions of the data and allow narrowing the
resulting dataset using conditional statements very similar in form to standard SQL dialect WHERE
clauses. Available sessions deal with:
– frequencies of particular diseases or sets of diseases, containing counts of cases
– rations of diseases (normalized results, containing all counts, rates as well population serving as
computational basis)
– survival chances when developing specific types of cancers
– case listing
– limited duration - prevalence of selected diseases (a history of diseases frequencies over an
extended period of time, especially useful when performing estimations for medical funds and
resources management)
– MP-SIR (Multiple Primary - Standardized Incidence Ratios) – for analysis of multiple instances of
cancer appearing subsequently
At every sessions, data source needs to be selected, sessions aspects adjusted (for instance,
whether crude of age adjusted rates are demanded), result set desired dimensions chosen (including
their location in pivot tables) and selection/projection conditions put in. After processing the query,
tabular result set is returned with the granularity level corresponding with input parameters. It's worth
noting that SEER Stat itself does not visualize data so an external tool for that purpose is needed.
Fraction of possible analyses is available via interactive web pages hosted by NCI (these web
applications tends to have better visualisation features, with graphs and charts generated on the fly),
still though, SEER Stat potential is far higher when compared with quick access web layer of the
system.
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Illustration 10: SEER Stat screenshot taken during an analysis task. Visible are the
result matrix, selection expression designer, session window and dimensions explorer.
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5.2 Aspect of data analysis and eventual ETL processes
In the first stage of data analysis, when SEER Stat software was used only, no transformation
and loading of data into any database was required since this was entirely handled by the tool and
hidden from the researcher. The only aspect necessary to notice was the distribution of values of
parameters that were used for plotting. While SEER database makes large number of parameters of
data available, one has to take care whether they are filled with data for sections that are researched.
For instance disease stage parameters vary over the time with only one being actual through all 30
years represented and other being limited to some period of time. The newest, most precise TNM
cancer staging classification is made available for 2004+ records only. Similar characteristics were
displayed by other parameters. Because of that, necessary checks of parameters availability were
performed before they were used for multidimensional analysis, otherwise a risk of false results would
be significant. Checks were performed by consulting parameters dictionary for possible lacks of data
for given time period as well as by executing case listing sessions limited to fractions of records/timeline under investigation. By verifying presence of desired attributes in one-to-one data snapshot, a
certainty was achieved that high-granularity plotting will provide dependable views.
In the second stage of analysis, where large number of records had to be extracted from SEET
database and exported to data mining tools, the check described above was also necessary to be sure
data are complete. It turned out not transformation and normalization of records was necessary when
forcing them into data mining tool tables since SEER data source was fully normalized and
standardized, without any need of manipulation and transformation of column types and their values.
Such smooth operation was partly possible sue to elasticity of MS SQL Data Mining software which
accepted data as they were, without complaining. All that was needed was to set columns of mining
data tables to types that matched data extracted from SEER.
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5.3 Data warehousing analysis
Following analysis of data provided by the SEER system has been performed using its built-in
data warehousing features, then visualised with a spreadsheet tool.
5.3.1 All cancer sites by race and year of diagnosis

All sites cancer rates per 100 000 by year of diagnosis, sex and race
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Illustration 11: All cancer sites by race and year of diagnosis.
The chart has been readjusted (shifting from discrete into continuous and y-axis relocation) for the sake
of visualisation improvement.
Observations and notes
–

–

Most promising observation is that overall rate of cancer diseases over many years (1973 – 2004, as
NCI statistics are available) does not grow intensively and continuously and tended to fall in last
years, returning to the level observed in middle eighties.
Women tend to suffer much less than men from cancerous diseases in general, with general rate
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–

difference nowadays equalling ~150 cases less per 100 000 of population, comparing to general
male rates its almost 40% less. Naturally, these trends summarize all types of cancer so particular
morphology types of it may occur with much higher rate in women than in men.
In cases of both sexes, races other than black and white proved to be much more resistant to cancer
diseases in general, accounting to the rate a 100 (in case of females) to even 150 cases less (males)
per 100 000, which amounts to around 30% and 27% less, respectively. This fact could be used in
planning distribution of resources for medical screening and early detection clinical investigations
to ensure equal treating of all races, taking into consideration how likely which of them are to
develop a cancerous disease.
Reasons for extraordinary peak in developing cancers in general for the years 1992-1993 haven't
been found, however, traces of it were spotted in some medical publications [18]
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5.3.2 All cancer sites by age and residence area

Summarized all sites cancer rates (per 100 000) by residence area and age
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Illustration 12: All cancer sites by age and residence area 1.
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All sites cancer rates (per 100 000) by residence area and age
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Illustration 13: All cancer sites by age and residence area 2.
The charts have been readjusted (shifting from discrete into continuous) for the sake of visualisation
improvement.
Observations and notes
–

–

–

–

Both the charts are related to the same observation of dependence of all site cancer rates on types of
patients' residence areas. The data view has been split into two to emphasise relation of ratios and
the value of ratios themselves
It is notable that the scheme of how ratios of population developing a cancer increases over the age
follow exactly the same pattern doesn't matter which residence area is in question. That renders
conclusions that the fact of developing a cancer does not depend on the environmental factors (ones
that differentiate among particular residence areas) only.
To the extent of an average age of 40, rates are virtually identical for any of the residence area,
denying what could be named a common belief that living in the rural, remote areas away from
intense urbanization is healthier and therefore could protect ones from cancerous diseases.
The particularly alarming fact is the intense increase in diseases rates over the age, especially after
reaching the age of 40 years (note: this is the generalized situation, with rates for sexes and races
averaged). In the lifetime interval between 40 and 60 years, so just over 20 years elapsed, the rate
grows 5 to 6-fold (!). The growth is even more intense in the time interval between the birth and
reaching 40 years (since the rate start to grow virtually from nought), however, it is later on when it
reaches and alarming number of 2500 cases per 100 000 octogenarian persons.
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–
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–

The split in ratios that appears to be caused by difference residence area begins around the age of
40 and increases constantly (but still marginally when compared to the rate numbers themselves) up
till the very late age. This trend ends actually at the age that exceeds average life expectancy in
most of the developed world [19]. At the average age of 75 years, rural and remote areas show their
most significant advantage, with big cities and metropolitan areas exhibiting 15% more cases of
cancers.
Following common reasoning, at later ages, mid-sized cities and areas are located between large
metropolitan and small rural areas in terms of all sites cancer rates
At the age of 80-84 years, all rates tend to decline. The phenomenon is slightly clearer in rural
areas.
Because, as mentioned, since a certain age areas of lower population density and count show their
advantage, reasons for this may be related to expected different style of living in such regions, like
increased physical activity, decreased consumption of intensively processed food and other changed
nutrition habits as well as being surrounded by less polluted environment, yielding less stress on its
occupants. However, influence of none of this may be expected in young age.
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5.3.3 All cancer sites by year of diagnosis and residence area

All sites cancer rates per 100 000
by year of diagnosis and residence area
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Illustration 14: 1.1 All cancer sites by year of diagnosis and residence area.
The chart has been readjusted (shifting from discrete into continuous, shifting the y-axis) for the sake
of visualisation improvement.
Observations and notes
–

–

The chart supports conclusion from the first chart containing overall trends from the population that
a slight decline in occurrence of cancer in societies can be observed which may led to the return to
the situation from eighties. Still though, the results are far away from what was noted in early
seventies when rates were much smaller. Since so many factors contribute to what's observed by
researchers, it almost impossible to pick a couple of single reasons for chart outline. Strengthening
in environment protection regulation and emission control enforcement or higher media impact in
aspects of healthy lifestyle promotion may account for that.
Noticeable it the convergence of rates among different residence areas. Differences about 75 cases
per 100 000 can no longer be observed and the decline in normalized cancer occurrences in largest
metropolitan areas appears to be the sharpest. Data from 2007 were unavailable at the time of
research, assuming however the maintenance of trends, rural ad remote areas will “protect” their
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occupants from cancerous diseases. Possibly, residence area type no longer belongs to key cancer
triggering factors as it did before. Nowadays then, curves from the “all sites cancers by age and
residence area” chart fit much tighter than in the past.
The smaller number of inhabitants, the greater volatility in observed rates which may lead to
conclusions that, in those areas, some cancer triggering factors are more temporary and periodical
than in metropolitan areas. Still, the 1993 peak and trend reversal point can be observed anywhere
so factors behind it had to be independent from the type of place of living.

5.3.4 Highest rates cancers by type and year of diagnosis in males

2004 most frequent cancer types in males (per 100 000) by type and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 15: Highest rates cancers by type and year of diagnosis in males.
The chart has been readjusted (shifting from discrete into continuous) for the sake of visualisation
improvement.
Observations and notes
–

–

The chart depicts types of cancer of the highest registered rate in males and partially explains why
the prostate cancer is the one possibly mostly covered in media broadcasts and in medical screening
– the reason is it's occurs the most often
Rate of prostate cancer fits well into previously mentioned observation of rates peak around 1993 in
males. Since the chart also present other particularly frequent cancers which do not follow the same
peak pattern, a conclusion may be drawn that prostate cancer was one of the most responsible for
peak. Since that, assigning special resources into its screening is well justified, assigning additional
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budget on research for medicines against this particular type of cancer may benefit in single most
efficient (from entire society perspective) activity against these diseases
Since the chart spreads its time scale on many years and embraces large scale values on rate axis,
some trends are not that well depicted. Still though, essential decline in lung and bronchus cancers
as well as sharp increase in melanoma of the skin can be noted. Because the former is related
mainly to smoking [20], possibly media awareness campaigns targeted at heavy smokers helped to
reduce this unhealthy and cancer-triggering habit which has then been reflected in rates decline.
The latter, malignant melanoma skin cancer is strongly correlated with sun-bathing and presence of
sunburns resulting from that as well as the phenomenon of ozone layer depletion (increasing UVA
rays reaching Earth surface) [22] [23]. Since all of these increase in frequency and intensity,
respectively, increase in melanoma appears to be highly related to this.

Further research of the prostate cancer incidence peak in 1992
While the graph depicts a bothering peak in prostate cancer incidence, it provides no
explanation of its possible reasons. Therefore, further, more detailed investigation SEER Stat allows of
what may have caused such occurrence has been conducted

Incidence of prostate cancer in males by age and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 16: Incidence of prostate cancer in males by age and year of diagnosis
Since prostate cancer occurs most often in elderly man, this split does not provide any more details
allowing to track the reason for such a spectacular and short-term increase.
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Incidence rate per 100 000

Incidence of prostate cancer in males by race and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 17: Incidence of prostate cancer in males by race and year of diagnosis
Neither a split by the races allows to explain the peak since it was observed in males of any race,
although in other than blacks and whites it proved to have milder outlook due to overall milder
incidence in these races.
Incidence of prostate cancer in males by SEER registry and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 18: Incidence of prostate cancer in males by SEER registry and year of diagnosis
A split by SEER registries, which allows a low granularity check for local aspects of the peak also does
not provide any substantial suggestions about the cause since the peak was observed in all the registries
with similar intensity and pattern. A locally intensive increase would allow to spot the reason typical
for a specific location only but, as in this case, the fundamentals behind the peak were country-wide.
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Incidence of prostate cancer in males by place of residence and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 19: Incidence of prostate cancer in males by residence and year of diagnosis
Neither has this split by the area of residence, helped to find the reason for the peak incidence so the
cause is not only nationwide but also equally affecting any types of locations in it, with not much
difference (in terms on trends) among cities, towns and villages.

Incidence of prostate cancer in males by stage and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 20: Incidence of prostate cancer in males by stage and year of
diagnosis
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The key to prostate cancer peak turned out to be in this chart where cases recorded are split by
their stage. Two features are notable - the immediate peak of the "unknown stage" for the peak time
and as essential although not equally sharp increase in the first stage of prostate cancer following the
peak. At the time of this increase, peak of "unknown"stage was over, although still high.
It turned out that a spread of application of prostate specific antigen (PSA) for the screening
purposes was closely timed with the peak. However, the test itself was only a prognostic factor, not a
decisive diagnosis and, when positive, it advised further test for the presence of cancer. This may have
been recorded as "unknown" stage of prostate cancer in SEER registries. What supports this is the fact
that after just one year, a notable increase in the earliest stage of prostate cancer was observed which is
very precisely coordinated with the decline of "unknown" stage. An interpretation is that presence of
new screening tests raised a substantial number of alerted cases, directed for further investigation
which resulted in diagnosing prostate cancer in some of the patients. Further fact that allows allows to
consider such explanation true is that the overall increase in prostate cancer incidence (the mentioned
illustration 15) was mirrored by the increase of its earliest (and most curable) stage. Later and far more
severe stages were on the decline. Introduction of new efficient screening methodology would likely
result in such situations. Otherwise, an increase in all cancer stages would be expected. The fact that's
more difficult to explain is the following decrease in the "unknown" stage. As the screening method
became widely used, this metric should remain either the same or on the increase (considering overall
growth of incidence). A possible explanation for this could be some sort of change in recording
procedure in which positive screening results would no longer be classified as cancers of unknown
stage.
After performing further review of the literature in the search for prostate cancer peak
explanations, an unofficial report from SEER themselves was found which performed similar analysis
to the one in the thesis. The conclusion was that, indeed, introduction of PSA may have contributed to
the increase, although there is no certainty about that.
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5.3.5 Highest rates cancers by type and year of diagnosis in females

Rate

2004 most frequent types of cancer in females (per 100 000) by type and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 21: Highest rates cancers by type and year of diagnosis in females.

Observations and notes
–

–

–

The noticeable fact is by how much breast cancer rate surpasses second and third-highest other
(colon and rectum, lung and bronchus). This explains why so much attention has been projected in
various media and why so much resources have been assigned to mammography and
ultrasonography screening activities as well as women education and presentation of self-testing.
The rate of this most frequent cancer ha declined recently, still though, maintains its level almost
equal to the one spotted over almost 20 recent years in the past.
The surprising finding is that, unlike in males, lung cancer rate in women virtually does not decline,
showing only little change towards the lower result recently. Since, unlike in many other situations,
media campaigns related to lung cancer can not only help detect the cancerous process early but
also prevent it from happening (by persuading giving up dangerous, cancer-triggering process like
smoking), the result either means that media actions haven't influenced women like they did in case
of men or intensity or presence of other factors provoking cancer increased or started, respectively.
At least though, the lung cancer rate in women is 20 less than in males. Unfortunately, rate of
melanoma of the skin keeps growing as it does in case of males, although a bit slower. Reason for
this is possibly the discovered tendency of males having this disease more likely than women [23]
and this despite possible heavier and more frequent sun-bathing occurring in case of females due to
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cultural reasons and incorporated habits.
5.3.6 Breast cancer rates by race and age

Breast cancer rates per 100 000 women
by race and age
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Illustration 22: Breast cancer rates by race and age
Observations and notes
–
–

white women are substantially more endangered by breast cancers and the risk of developing one is
much lower in case of other races than white and black
unlike most of the cancers investigated the rate of breast cancer starts to grow fast at the relatively
young age which suggests that informative campaigns as well as screening activities should affect
wider spectrum of patients as in other types of cancer, especially because breast cancers are so
frequentt

5.3.7 Ratios of most frequent female genital system cancers by type and age
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Ratio of most frequent female genital system cancers by type and age
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Illustration 23: Most frequent cancer of female genital system by type and age
Observations and notes
–

–

In case of ovarian cancer, white females are again most endangered, the situation changes in case of
cervical cancer where black women possess highest rate and therefore, should possibly be screened
for this type of disease maybe more frequently. As in previous cases, other race tend to develop
genital system cancer much less frequently
Corpus uteri cancers tend to develop at high rate a couple of years earlier which should be reflected
in organization of medical investigations for detecting them at early stage
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5.3.8 Selected cancer rates by site and year of diagnosis

Selected cancer rates per 100 000 by site and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 24: Selected cancer rates by site and year of diagnosis
Observations and notes
–

–

The fact deserving most of attention is very worrisome, intensive growth in melanomas, in both
males and females although the former suffer more from this cancer, over the years. Factors
contributing to this may be, as mentioned earlier, ozone layer depletion and change in lifestyle,
driving more people to sunbathing. The pessimistic prognosis also is there are no traces of trend
conversion in the recent years which should stimulate more media awareness campaigns for the
information of society as well as increased attention of MDs when performing patient standard
checks because melanomas can be in most cases detected just by observing moles on the skin and
performing excision and pathology check if a suspicious one either appears or evolves from one
previously existing. These methods are cheap and easy to carry through so spreading the knowledge
and convincing as many as possible to perform skin self-exams being aware what to look for may
be of great benefit for the entire society.
Another fact of great importance is the growth of lymphoma rates, which has stabilized recently but
remains at the high level. Since these cancers are much more difficult to detect at their early stage,
actions more advanced that awareness campaigns should be undertaken after intense consultation
with domain professionals.
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5.3.9 Relation of types of female genital system cancers by age

Relation of rates of female genital system cancers by age
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Illustration 25: Relation of types of female genital system cancers by age
Observations and notes
–

–

–

Facts of great importance that should affect medical practices are that cervix uteri cancers, although
not highest in terms of rates, start to develop at a very early age, in very young women already. At
that time, other cancers of female genital systems are of very low presence.
This situation is subjected to a rapid change particularly at the age of 50 years, although the rise of
rates is observed earlier as well, not to such an extent though. At the later age, corpus uteri and
ovarian cancers dominate the spectrum of dangers.
The note of special concern are ovarian cancers since these are threats posed by ovarian cancers
since these are very difficult to detect at their early stage, providing symptoms after entering
invasive stage [26]
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5.3.10 Percentage of cancer stages by age at diagnosis

Percentage of all sites cancer stages per 100 000 in years 2001-2003 by age at diagnosis and stage in whites
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Illustration 26: Percentage of cancer stages by age at diagnosis.
Observations and notes
–

–

–

The most alarming fact observed is a very high share of distant metastasis cancers in the overall
balance of all cancers detected. Since these stages are very often considered terminal and incurable,
with palliative care to increase quality of life, conclusions can be drawn that, when seen overall,
cancer detection and screening is still very poor
The fact supporting such hypothesis is an extremely low rate of in situ cancers, which is their
earliest development stage where treatment is in most cases very successful, with full recovery
being a normal situation
Since selected cancers, like breast, prostate and melanoma do not share this distribution of stages, a
conclusion can be drawn that,while some most frequent or most growing in rates cancer attracted
attention of media and society, resulting in earlier detection, the high number of less frequent
cancers remain undetected until it is actually too late. Distantly metastasised cancers, when
summed up with extensive lymph node involvement cancers, which also tend to have not a good
prognosis, this chart emphasizes how serious threats cancers are nowadays and a fact that, as a
counterbalance, many stages remain local only does not improve situation by much.
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5.3.11 Relation of stage rates of breast cancer by age at diagnosis and race
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Illustration 27: Relation of stage rates of breast cancer by age at diagnosis and race
Observations and notes
–

–

The essential fact is that, while breast cancer virtually does not affect young women, its rate then
grows linearly for bot races white and black in a very similar rate, peaking and decreasing at a very
late age
While a majority of these cancer are detected when localized only, improving the prognosis, there
is still a high share of lymph node involving cancers which are less likely to be cured. Fortunately,
distantly metastasised cancers account for a small part.
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5.3.12 Relation of rates of prostate cancer by age at diagnosis

Relation of rates of prostate cancer in males by age at diagnosis and race in 2001-03
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Illustration 28: Rates of prostate cancer by age and race

Observations and notes
–

–
–

Unlike in case of melanomas, where black race is considered much less endangered, the most
frequent cancer in males affects black men more often than white which should draw special
attention among Mds when targeting screening and attempting disturbing symptoms of their
patients
The rate of prostate cancer grows intensively but linearly and affects only males in the second half
of their life
Since prostate cancers often do not provide any symptoms at the early stage, the fact that they are
still detected when localized only mostly means medical screening works well for this case of
disease
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5.3.13 Rates of melanoma by age at diagnosis and stage

Rates of melanoma per 100 000 in whites by age at diagnosis and stage in 2001-03
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Illustration 29: Rates of melanoma by age and stage
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Observations and notes
–

–

The rate of melanoma of the skin grows very rapidly starting already at a very young age of 15
years. The more promising finding is that in the vast majority of cases it is detected at a localized
stage where chances for successful therapy remain relatively high with most likely not less than
85% of 5 year sirvival [24], however, the worrisome fact is that, despine, as a skin cancer, it can be
spotted in its early stages with a naked eye if only an observing person is aware of symptoms to
look at, it turns out these cancer are virtually not detected when their stage is insitu when it is
considered fully curable, with 5 year survival reaching 100% [24] and being not likely smaller than
95% [24]
Already at the age of 30 years melanomas that metastasised distantly are detected and their share
increasing over time to a relatively large rate at the very late age. This is a very alarming and
worrisome finding since melanomas with distant metastasis are considered impossible to cure [24].

5.3.14 Rates of melanoma of the skin in white males by primary site and age

Ratio at specific primary site

Rates of melanoma of the skin in white males by primary site and age at diagnosis in 2001-03
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Illustration 30: Rates of melanoma primary sites by in white males by age in 2001-03
Observations and notes
–

A particularly high growth of rates is observed at the age of 80 but the overall growth rises sharply,
at a sequentially faster pace starting from the age of 10. This growth not only in melanoma rates but
also in terms of speed these rates grow should warn any (particularly white people, particularly with
fair hair, blue eyes and tendency for sunburns as well as anyone sunbathing frequently) and
motivate for self-examination of the skin as well as periodical visits and consultation with
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–

dermatologists for early detection of possible threat
The dominance of skin of upper parts of the body where melanoma occurs most likely may increase
attention to these parts, however, when performing self-tests and observation of moles on the body
that change in size, have irregular borders, more than one colour or become elevated (any of these
observations, the ABCD rule) should rise concerns and speed up dermatological consultation) no
part of the body can be skipped. Particularly hidden areas of scalp need special attention as the
chart suggests.
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5.4 Extended warehousing analysis using SEER Stat
Following suggestions from opponents raised at the thesis defence, a research part of the
document has been extended, among others, mainly minor improvement. The extension is focused on
exploiting more of the SEER Stat software analysis features as well as applying data mining algorithms
on the data extracted from SEER database (which its software itself does not offer as it is a data
warehouse only). First part of the extension is related to key functionality of the SEER Stat previously
not used, namely providing various survival probabilities for specified diseases and populations and
other, additional conditions. The second part makes use of case listing feature in the mentioned
software, which allows to browse and copy detailed cases data with any attributes available, in contrary
to generalized, summarized and grouped calculations that founded data warehousing analysis. Case
data were input for data mining algorithms to search patterns and regularities among them which may
not have been expected to be there.
It is worth noting that, after using SEER Stat for the frequencies and rates analysis (as in the
previous sub-chapter) and for survival probabilities analysis (current chapter), most important values of
this tool have been applied. Naturally, further extensions of analysis still exist, these though are rather
more detailed and precise follow-ups of attempts present in the thesis and are not completely different
kind of approaches to the data. The last remaining key feature of SEER Stat is the analysis of
prevalence of diseases, which hasn't been incorporated in the document. Reason for this is because
prevalence is somewhat similar to rates and frequencies analysis, only focused on entire number of
patient suffering for specific diseases at given time, not only on new occurrences. Therefore, it is of
particular value for staff responsible for management of medical treatment financing as it provided
view of entire numbers describing precedence of specific diseases.
Most of the charts in this chapter based on time series have been modified to represent the data
as continuous functions although in fact there are discrete. Its has been done so to better (in author's
opinion) represent changes in the measured values over time.
Standard errors were also available, however, since these virtually never exceeded 5%, were
omitted when plotting result for the sake of better and more comprehensive visualisation.
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5.4.1 Observed 5-year survival of all sites cancers by stage, age year of diagnosis in whites

Observed 5-year survival rates in white males by cancer (all types) stage, age at diagnosis and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 31: 5-y survival of all-sites cancers in males over time
Observed 5-year survival rates in white females by cancer (all types) stage, age at diagnosis and year of diagnosis
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Illustration 32: 5-y survival of all-sites cancers in females over time
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Observations and notes
–

These charts are considered as one of the most surprising as well as significant across the document
since it reveals that, although more than thirty years passed since the point in time its time-scale
begins, in general, in most cases no improvement in 5-year survival of diagnosed cancer
diseases has been observed. The survival rates stay flat which is not what one could expect
observing developments in other aspects of daily life. It's impossible in the scope of the thesis to
predict reasons staying behind such a constant (and very low, particularly in case of cancers that
metastasised) survival in so many years. Only speculative causes can be proposed like cancers
evolving to become more aggressive and invasive, more resistant to drugs in use (possibly due to
increased environment pollution or widely adopted unhealthy lifestyle which diminish any
improvement in medical practices). It is noticeable that the chart is generally independent from
factors like cancers incidence of how early these have been diagnosed. It's also worth noting that
the charts sum all all sites cancers in general which means that it does not deny improvement in
treating particular (the ones most frequent for instance) diseases. This is investigated later on when
focus is moved on most prevalent types of cancers and improvement in their treatment over time.

–

Females generally tend to have better prognosis than males and the difference varies from 5% to
even 20% in particular age and stage compilations. In case of cancers that metastasised distantly,
these subtle difference may sometimes mean the survival is twice higher, although still very poor.
This observation is present in many publications [27][28][29] concerning more specific cancer
sites. It turns out the pattern spreads to generalized all-sites view as well.

–

Especially noticeable is immense difference in observed survival depending on the stage the
disease was diagnosed at and this fact is in charge for all ages at any time. The chances of
survival differ so much they mostly do not overlap for three general stages of cancer and this
happens
despite
generally
poorer
prognosis
for
older
patients.

–

Noticeable are the periodical variations on survival percentage. While an exact reason for this
cannot be provided, one could suggest these may depend on variety of factors like economic
situation of the nation over time or environment related aspects.

Extension of the research
Because results of analysis of survival trends over time (illustration 32) are quite surprising
since one would expect essential improvements in treatment efficiency to be observed, a follow up of
this was performed. Survival of cancers that affect the society mostly were plotted over time with
additional split into its stages. Additionally, this time not the observed (considering all causes of death,
providing best answer for survival chances question) but relative (considering cancer disease only)
survival was used in order to verify whether it is really possible that over nearly 30 years of medical
development and progress, overall treatment efficiency remains on nearly the same level.
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5-year relative survival of most dangerous cancers in males over time
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Illustration 33: 5-year relative survival of most dangerous cancers in males over time
The result was disappointing since it confirmed at the more granular level what was to be
shown when considering all types on cancer in general. While survival features some periodical
fluctuation, it remained nearly at the same level with just single exceptions from this fact.
5-year relative survival of most dangerous cancers in females over time
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Illustration 34: Incidence of prostate cancer in females by age and year of diagnosis
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5.4.2 Cancers that impact society mostly
Following analysis assesses how specific types of cancer impact society by combining the ones
of highest rate with their observed survival (without differentiating stages at the time of diagnosis).
Therefore, a number of new casualties caused by developing cancer can be estimated which in turn
depicts what types of cancer cause most damage to the society. The combined analysis was carried
through because question of impact of various cancers cannot be answered by observing its prevalence
(or rate of new cases) and the prognosis separately. Cancers with extremely poor prognosis may not be
the most frequent one and vice versa. Results have been grouped in five consecutive charts ordered by
decreasing disease impact. They can serve as guide to management of research against particular types
of cancer and targeted screening plans.
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Deaths (products of number of new cases in 2000 and 5-y survival)
from particular cancer type by age interval
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Illustration 35: Impact of cancers on society part 1
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Deaths (products of number of new cases in 2000 and 5-y survival)
from particular cancer type by age interval
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Illustration 36: Impact of cancers on society part 2
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Deaths (products of number of new cases in 2000 and 5-y survival)
from particular cancer type by age interval
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Illustration 37: Impact of cancers on society part 3
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Deaths (products of number of new cases in 2000 and 5-y survival)
from particular cancer type by age interval
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Illustration 38: Impact of cancers on society part 4
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Deaths (products of number of new cases in 2000 and 5-y survival)
from particular cancer type by age interval
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Illustration 39: Impact of cancers on society part 5
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Observation and notes
–

–
–

–

in case of less impacting cancers,due to either lower incidence or higher observed survival (like
diseases depicted in the part no. 5), a strong fluctuation of results is observed, with the result
growing rather inconsistently, with overall trends are growing, but not continuously. Possibly, the
reason for this is the in general low numbers of casualties, therefore various inconsistencies in data
result in higher variation of the final measure.
charts prove that different types of cancer results in massively differentiated impact on society, with
a couple of cancer sites "leading" to great extent
while the most impacting cancers hit at mostly the elderly age, the second group of them starts to
pose more significant (in terms of entire population) threat already the the relatively young age of
40s; some of them present the most rapid growth before the age interval of 50s, almost peaking at
that time
the most impacting type of cancer is in fact lung and bronchus cancer since this is the single type of
it, while the "topping" digestive cancer is a group of cancers of various parts of the digestive system
which, only when accounted together, outnumber to be the mostly devastating group of cancerous
diseases

5.4.3 Recent changes in curability of most impacting types of cancers

As previous experiment proved, overall curability of cancers has improved very little and, in
fact, these improvements are related to small group of stages and ages when diagnosed with the
disease. While this is a very grim finding in general, more detailed view of how medical practises
perform in specific types of cancer is considered to be necessary, mainly because of the findings
described in previous chapters. It turned out that impact on society (measured as an estimated, observed
number of patients that succumbed to the disease) different types of cancerous diseases result in
completely different loss of life. This is due to the product of varying incidence of them and different
prognosis as well as diagnosing them at different stages. Therefore, a more detailed observation has
been carried through, taking into account only these cancers that proved to be most devastating. As in
other parts of the research, relative 5-year relative survival has been chosen as an measure of efficiency
of treatments applied to cancer patients. This measure, due to its characteristics [30], has been
considered as most informative since it compares the survival of cancer patients to the survival of the
expected survival among cancer-free individuals. Periods chosen were 5-year periods starting from
1990 and 2000 (the newest available) and patients who were diagnosed with selected cancers in 19992000 and 1989-1990 were observed.
Observations of results allow to spot minor improvement of treatment efficiency, however still
examples of worse survival nowadays than 10 years ago can be seen. Noticeably, overall the best gain
exist in case of stages of cancer when it has spread to local lymph nodes. The most significant increase
in survival is present in case of lymphoma where it varies from 15% to 20%, while in other areas of
improvement the gain is limited to not more than 10% mostly.
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Comparison of 5-year survival of all sites cancers in whites diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by stage, sex and age
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Illustration 40: Comparison of 5-year survival of all-site cancer
Comp. of 5-y survival of lung and bronchus cancers in whites diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by stage, sex and age
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Illustration 41: Comparison of 5-year survival of lung and bronchus cancer
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Comparison of 5-year survival of melanoma cancers in whites diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by strage, sex and age
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Illustration 42: Comparison of 5-year survival of melanoma cancer

Comparison of 5-year survival of breast cancers in white females diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by stage and age
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Illustration 43: Comparison of 5-year survival of breast cancer
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Comparison of 5-year survival of genital system cancers in white females diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by stage and age
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Illustration 44: Comparison of 5-year survival of genital system cancer

5-year survival

Comparison of 5-year survival of prostate cancers in white males diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by stage and age
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Illustration 45: Comparison of 5-year survival of prostate cancer
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Comparison of 5-year survival of urinary system cancers in whites diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by sex, stage and age
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Illustration 46: Comparison of 5-year survival of urinary system cancer

Comparison of 5-year survival of hodgkin lymphoma cancers in whites diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by sex, stage and age
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Illustration 47: Comparison of 5-year survival of lymphoma
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Comparison of 5-year survival of non- hodgkin lymphoma cancers in whites diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by sex, stage and age
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Illustration 48: Comparison of 5-year survival of non-hodkin lymphoma cancer

Comparison of 5-year survival of colon cancers in whites diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by sex, stage and age
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Illustration 49: Comparison of 5-year survival of colon cancer
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5-year survival

Comparison of 5-year survival of pancreas cancers in whites diagnosed in 89-90 and 99-00 by sex, stage and age
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Illustration 50: Comparison of 5-year survival of pancreas cancer
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5.5 Data mining analysis

Illustration 51: Processing of 40 000 records by data mining
algorithms.
As an input for data mining analysis, the output of SEET Stat case listing session was used.
Data embraced malignant melanoma skin cancer patients that were diagnosed in the timespan of 19982002 in USA. The selection was motivated by facts that, unlike about other types of cancer, knowledge
of the author about this particular disease is more then just basic, additionally, the newer the SEER
data is, the more detailed it becomes, with some attributes of it being available only in data added
recently, thus yielding more detailed analysis. Moreover, with the time of observation end being in
2005, retrieval of this data means that about a half of patients are observed after 5-year period (ant the
other after 3 years) which already allows to judge (to some extent in case of melanoma, which still can
recur after much longer periods of time) about the efficiency of treatment and factors influencing it.
Meanwhile, with the diagnosis being set in over mentioned timespan, patients were like capable of
receiving as up-to-date medical care as possible.
The data has been copied from the system and then inserted into Analysis Services tool by
Microsoft, a part of 2005 Business Intelligence solution. Since data has been already in a clean, well
prepared form, no additional transformation than simple transferring were considered necessary. After
this, available data mining algorithms which were have been evaluated on that piece of data and results
of analysis observed and described. All attributes that were understood by the author (being no
oncology professional) have been selected as input columns.
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As an aspect to be predicted from all attributes of cases, a patient's disease result (either alive or
deceased due to to the illness, which may be the cancer patient was diagnosed with or any other
disease) was chosen. This was because the final result has been considered as a most valuable measure
whether treatment succeeds or not.
The data records count was about 40 000.
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5.5.1 Decision trees

Illustration 52: Poorly grown decision tree with too high inhibiting factor, dominated by
strongest attributes

Illustration 53: Poorly grown decision tree with too high inhibiting factor, dominated by
strongest attributes
First attempt resulted in malfunctioned tree being created by the algorithm, which was due to
standard growth-inhibiting parameter being chosen. This caused most influencing attributes (which
were also the most obvious as such) to outmatch any other as tree nodes. After minimizing the
inhibiting factor, more detailed tree was gained, which was then pruned as, from certain node, it didn't
contain any valuable differentiation of attributes. The tree is depicted below, being separated among
three figures with dots of the same colour marking cutting point.
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Illustration 54: Melanoma prognosis decision tree 1st part (dots of same colour mark
cuts, the darker the colour of a node, the higher percentage of fatal cases in it).

Illustration 55: Melanoma prognosis decision tree 2nd part (dots of same colour mark
cuts, the darker the colour of a node, the higher percentage of fatal cases in it).
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Illustration 56: Melanoma prognosis decision tree 3dr part(dots of same colour mark cuts, the
darker the colour of a node, the higher percentage of fatal cases in it).
Observations and notes
– one of the tree nodes containing a high percentage of mortalities due to melanoma cancer is
described by the 449 primary site (location of the tumour on the body) code, which, when labelled,
means "skin, NOS", where NOS stands for "not otherwise specified"; unfortunately, this is means
the exact location of it remains unknown therefore is does not provide any significant knowledge
– slight increase in melanoma mortality when place of birth is California may be correlated with the
fact that it is a so called "sunshine state", with weather more likely to be sunny [31] and lifestyle
more likely to be a tourist-oriented [32], which may include more intensified activities like suntanning, a commonly known risk increasing factor for developing a melanoma; it is notable
however, that this difference is very slight
– increase in melanoma mortality in the group described by node with attribute Radiation set to
"Beam radiation" may mean that patients in this group developed a disease in an advanced state,
that metastasised and that was the reason for additional measures of applying radiation therapy,
which however does not increase survival chances by much, if at all [33]; one could expect high
mortality rate in such a group that in other ones where an auxiliary measure of radiation wasn't
necessary
– higher mortality in a group with disease histological description being "not superficial spreading"
confirms the medically well-known fact that, as already mentioned in the thesis before, superficial
spreading melanomas carry overall better prognosis that specific other types of melanoma, like
nodular ones or amelanotic ones (the latter are much more difficult to spot early and diagnose, thus
far more dangerous)
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–
–

–

high number of surgeries of distant sites probably mean a disease in more advanced stage, therefore
a poorer prognosis is observed in that cluster as well
surgery of primary site encoded as 40 means "radical excision of tumour"[34], as contrasted with
"local tumour excision" applied most often as a treatments for early stage melanomas; that means
that one could expect patients with more invasive form of the disease being classified in that cluster
and such condition could would likely yield in poorer prognosis
type of reporting source being not laboratory only (hospital or private) means that other types of
reporting source were engaged, which were as follows (according to the SEER Coding system):
Hospital inpatient/outpatient or clinic, Physician’s office/ private medical practitioner (LMD),
Nursing/ convalescent home/ hospice, Autopsy only, Death certificate only; while only speculative
reason of why this factor is associated with poorer melanoma prognosis can be given, one could
assume that if a case of melanoma was reported already without histological laboratory
examination of the tissue, the cancer was already in a more advanced state, therefore visible
distinguishable from a benign tumour; all specimen are subject of laboratory examination as well,
but since other sources, before laboratory analysis has been carried, reported the cancer, it likely
wasn't in a very early stage, where more confusion might have been expected causing the lab to be
the only reporter
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5.5.2 Clustering

Illustration 57: Distribution of selected attributes across clusters (see chapter)
First two illustrations in this chapter present clusters created by the algorithm, with colours
marking how intense an attribute in question (melanoma as a cause of death #1, histological diagnosis
in other) is represented by a cluster. The legend for both pictures, explaining what is the maximum
percentage of cases with a selected attribute in a cluster (represented by the darkest tone of blue) is as
follows:
Cause of death:
– #1: melanoma of the skin as a cause of death
– #2 malignant melanoma, NOS, 98% as diagnosis
– #3 nodular melanoma, 45% as diagnosis
– #4 amelanotic melanoma, 3% as diagnosis
– # 5 entigo maligna melanoma, 59% as diagnosis
– #6 desmoplastic, 40% as diagnosis
– #7superficial spreading melanoma, 97% as diagnosis
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Having this in mind, cluster features can be explored and reasoning based in them.

Illustration 58: Distribution of selected attributes across clusters (see chapter) part 2
Observation and notes (cluster discrimination and attribute distribution)
– superficial spreading and nodular melanoma account for most of the melanoma related deaths - first
one due to high incidence, the second one due to poorer prognosis; other types, like lentigo or
amelanotic melanoma do not - the former due to its less aggressive form, the latter as it is relatively
infrequent (its cluster however is shared with nodular melanoma as features determining these types
of cancer may occur together)
– most relevant clusters, describing patients in highest danger, contain cases in which following
aspects were observed: relatively higher share of distantly metastatic cancers, higher share of
nodular melanoma (cluster #10), higher stake on number of primaries exceeding one only, more
variation in primary site, with inclusion of parts of the skin face where melanoma developed (same
applies to the cluster #4), slight more share of "widowed" marital status, higher share of males
(previously observed as a sex with generally worse prognosis overall)
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Illustration 59: Cluster discrimination part 1

Illustration 60: Cluster discrimination part 2
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Illustration 61: Cluster discrimination part 3

5.5.3 Neural networks
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Illustration 62: Result of neural network analysis carried by Analysis Services
Following attributes have been considered as of particular value, detected by the trained neural
network, that favour either a melanoma or a state of surviving measurement period.
– balloon cell and spindle cell melanoma are characterized by poorer prognosis, a fact also
acknowledged by medical literature
– places of birth being far away from USA and being relatively poor countries at the same time
resulted in limited probability of survival; this may be speculatively explained that patients coming
from mentioned places (Guatemala, Angola, Latvia in this example) were less efficiently covered
by medical security, therefore experienced either delayed or less professional service
– a fact of radiation treatment being applied may suggest an advanced stage of the disease
– places of birth like Austria and British Columbia also are predicted to have negative impact on
prognosis; a possible reason for this is probability, that patients from central continental Europe
have skin photo-type less resistant to more intense sun exposure typical for regions closer to the
equator (which applies to most of the USA territory when compared with geographical location of
Austria); same applies to British Columbia Canadian province -patient moving from it to more
intensively sun-exposed USA territory may suffer from that by means of increased development of
melanoma cancer
– as it might have been expected, younger age or Hawaiian origin (resulting likely in a skin phototype more resistant to sun-related damage) are in favour of survival
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5.5.4 Numerical comparison of algorithms
In order to algorithmically compare predictive efficiency of selected algorithms, a second
dataset was created describing cancer patients that were diagnosed a year in advance before patients
described in previous, training and analysis set. This time, the count of records was about 9000.
Additionally to the algorithms described, two other, which were not used for analysis (since
they didn't discover data characteristics considered significant), were also evaluated.
Evaluation method used was the lift chart generator, built into the tool used for the analysis in
general, which visualises how well the created model describes data, therefore how accurate it is.

Illustration 63: Decision tree algorithm accuracy (red - ideal model, blue random guess, green - evaluated model)
Numerical evaluation is on favour of neural networks and bayesian algoritm, with association
rules performing essentially much worse and decision trees as well as clustering performing on average
in this comparison. However, the algorithms accuracy is only part of the story, with reasoning based on
them being, in author's opinion, more relevant. Conclusions that were possible to draw from structures
displayed by even worse performing models resulted in suggestion that these should be also used in
analysis since they allow extraction of patterns not recovered by better performing ones, despite overall
worse efficiency Additionally, it needs to be considered that decision tree algorithm was stripped from
the most valuable attribute, namely the disease stage as it dislodged other attributes due to its predictive
power, hence poorer efficiency.
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Illustration 64: Clustering algorithm accuracy (red - ideal model, blue
- random guess, green - evaluated model)

Illustration 65: Neural network algorithm accuracy (red - ideal model,
blue - random guess, green - evaluated model)
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Illustration 66: Association rules algorithm accuracy (red - ideal model,
blue - random guess, green - evaluated model)

Illustration 67: Naive bayesian algorithm accuracy (red - ideal model,
blue - random guess, green - evaluated model)
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6 Key observation about survival and stage distribution
Data analysis resulted in multiple valuable findings, describing how various groups of
individuals differentiated by sex, age, race, place of residence and other aspects are affected by risk of
developing a cancer and how different types of cancer and stage when these are diagnosed changes the
risk. Some very surprising findings were presented too, like very little improvement in treating cancers
over time. Despite 30 years of medical development, survival of most cancers, including those
impacting societies most, especially at their late stage, increased little, often not more than 10%.
Additionally, rate of regional and metastatic (often incurable) cancers in diagnosis distribution didn't
drop over this period. This, together with observed dramatic change in curability of cancers detected
late lead to conclusion that healthy lifestyle as well as attending screening tests often offered by local
health service is more crucial most of us realize.
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7 caBIG integration project - background and motivation
Both in the introductory parts of [6] and [7], as well as in one's own observation, the conviction
arises that current computer-aided cancer research need a specific improvement. Searching through
sources in Internet, multiple sets of data about cases of cancer diseases can be found. The data sets
from Broad Institute (academic collaboration of MIT, Harvard and Whitehead Institute) available on
http://www.broad.mit.edu/cgi-bin/cancer/datasets.cgi or the ones published by Lower Silesia Oncology
Center (http://www.dco.com.pl/11lecznictwo.html, http://sun1000.pwr.wroc.pl/~jurekbe/) allow
conducting own research and data analysis but introduce some difficulty at the same time which is
related with exploiting the sets themselves and their interpretation. There is no or little standardization
among them in terms of their form. Some are CSV files, other MS Excel spreadsheets or database
tables dumps. While these sets likely presented acceptable and convenient form for original researchers
working with them, another group of scientists would need to spent substantial effort on importing the
data into their own analysis systems. Discrepancies in the data structures may render their
interpretation challenging too, for instance by introducing different representation of the same entities
or by having columns in tabular structures that refer to the same attributes, use however various names
for them and separate domains. Therefore, additional description of available data sets (considering
both their structure as well as background and ) is usually necessary (and provided, like above
examples confirm).
The described situation essentially compromises potential of shared data sets from other
researchers perspective and hinders their exploitation. It is sometimes preferred to wait for the original
research papers to appear and be made available as publication than to conduct own study [7].
Therefore, a spectrum of conclusions that could be drawn from already gained data becomes even more
limited. Also the power of tools used to dig into the data is locally limited since various institutions are
equipped with different tools, having different research-enabling features and these is no efficient way
to share these functionalities.
The cancer research system to be presented was created to address all issues mentioned above.
7.1 Solution shape: grid-formed large scale sharing of data and analysis
The idea behind caBIG research project, launched by USA National Cancer Institute Center for
Bioinformatics (NCICB) was to integrate cancer studies, backed with computer-aided data analysis in
the way allowing automatic, effortless sharing of datasets and analysis services among researchers [6]
with extensive use of Internet. This can be achieved by exploiting caGRID fuetures and following a
few steps when conducting research processes.
First of all, data collected about disease cases, its treatment methods, results etc. shall be made
consistent with the domain they are related to [6] so that other applications working in the same area
could make use of them automatically. This is achieved in caGRID by describing and annotating the
data structure using XML and exporting this type definitions to a sort of central registry [6]. Usage of
already existing data description templates is possible and, in order not to let the formalism grow into
overkill complexity and number, is also desired.
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This procedure creates a set of data types which works in a similar way a commonly used type
(or class) library is used in a software development project. Sharing the same type of data allows easy
and robust collaboration between applications. Should a remote method be called or a remote data set
be accessed, availability of registered, commonly know data structures would allow passing parameters
and receiving results as well as instantiating and exploiting instances of these types in one's own
application.

7.1.1 Sharing of analysis functionality across the grid
The caGRID project suggest also a more advanced level of cooperation among standalone
research contributors. This approach is based on service orientation principle [6]. To explain it quickly,
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service-oriented architectures (SOAs) suggest splitting rather consistent layer of application
functionality into chunks of features, which are independent to one another and can work standalone to
the level that allows them to be be exposed remotely, for external consumers [9]. These chunks of
functionality, remotely available, are called services. While SOAs introduce quite a large number of
benefits in the scope of software development processes themselves, from the grid-based, integrated
cancer research application the most important factor introduced by service orientation is that because
functionality can be separated, made available and shared, the same can be performed over analysis
tools researchers use. Multidimensional analysis of data entries of tools to mine them for patterns and
correlations, especially the ones developed in the process of a specific research (so it's source code is
available and structure well-known) could now be shared among other parties engaged in the domain
study. Users of the grid system would not have to be limited to waiting until result are published in the
form of an academic paper – they could conduct own analysis (or enhance previous ones) with more
analytical power, extended through sharing.
The idea described above can also be found emphasized in [6], with a list of requirements for
analytical services to meet in order to render them as bricks in the landscape of caGRID exposed
research facilities. e demands are fairy similar to what forms XML web service-enabled applications
nowadays. Key points are, as in [6], the presence of strongly-typed, object oriented interfaces for
services, founded over XML standardized communication (like SOAP messaging) and exploitation of
common type repositories already described, which would facilitate usage of services which, while
possibly offering varying analytical features, would principally operate on the same group of domain
entities. CaGRID developers came up with tools, like Introduce, which hide the complexity of
embedding new services in the grid network from service developers [6] assisting researchers. The
tools, providing an abstraction layer, allow creation of services and their interfaces with extensive use
of type repositories [6].
7.1.2 Sharing of data across the grid
The already mentioned sharing of permanent resources like any files or databases with data
being a subject for researching is performed by following analogue methodology, in order to make it
aligned to and easy to integrate with service-oriented analysis. More details about that can also be
found in [6]. Like in the service sharing, also here XML is used for making resources available to other
parties, also in a object-oriented form. Most of the effort associated with the creation of a grid data
source lies in actually in providing a mapping between the data itself and its easily comprehensive
exposed form. In most cases this means implementing a object-relational (O/R) mapping (due to
popularity of relational databases engines as persistent layers) between the sheer data source and an
interface API to access it. Variety of tools exist to aid that process since O/R mapping has already
found wide application. Hibernate framework has been picked as the main one for caGRID usage.
Moreover, to make the sources more concise from the whole system perspective, a required querying
functionality for data sources interfaces has been designed and a support for caGRID Query Language
(CQL), again an object-oriented, XML based SQL substitute is suggested. This search feature for
objects exposed via the source interface is mainly handled by the OGSA-DAI framework so handing
over a binding between it and the data make CQL work.
Parts of the system responsible for storing and sharing types, names and services in use to be
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available across the whole grid are called caDSR (cancer Data Standards Repository) and EVS
(Enterprise Vocabulary System).

Illustration 68: Schematic view of the caBIG grid.

7.1.3 Specifics of grid application backbone [to be continued]
The backbone frameworks employed for caGRID system enable its technical feasibility and are
essential step in implementation of its idea of integrated, easily accessible data and analysis services.
Libraries and technical details hidden behind a couple of abbreviations provide the building blocks.
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Considering the technical support for an medical application may seem not connected with the
application domain itself, but the caGRID idea proves that

7.2 Facilities related to development technology in the caGRID backbone
The backbone frameworks employed for caGRID system enable its technical feasibility and are
essential step in implementation of its idea of integrated, easily accessible data and analysis services.
Libraries and technical details hidden behind a couple of abbreviations provide the building blocks.
According to [8], techniques applied are the GRAM protocol for standardized invocation of
services across the grid and also provide monitoring functionality for checking their state, the MDS
framework is used for retrieving status information about hardware and operating system level software
used to host particular services. A GSI infrastructure cares about authorizing users and controlling the
access to grid resources, additionally offering so called single sign on feature. Such an add-on is of
great importance since the data may concern a cases of individuals (if not made anonymous by
removing any references to personal data) and particular services may also be targeted for limited use.
In the meantime, a requirement of multiple authorization procedure would make usage of grid services
both uncomfortable for its users as well as challenging to implement for developers. Separated
management of user credentials solves the problem since these can be passed to units requiring
authorization automatically, in a standardized form. In a similar ways these can be accessed.
Additional effort has been put into facilitating upgrades of both the grid software as well as
hosted services without disturbance of the ones in use, with special policy and notification mechanism
concerning service descriptions, versioning and cases if these aspect change, as is noted in [8]. The
reliability of delivering messages (which is a core communication channels all SOAs are about) is
improved by tracking them in order to make their state available and ensure transactional supply of
messages.
Further standardization effort in the caGRID backbone attempt to facilitate services creation,
disaster management and notification schemes. [8] defines them as:
•
creation of Factory interfaces to standardize the approach when creating new instances of
services (new instances should be created in the similar way)
•
availability of mechanisms dealing with what is called in IT literature graceful degradation. By
this techniques for restarting crashed services and restoring their state (provided they are
stateful) to secure completeness of operation as well as techniques for proper resource release
(affecting nested and related services)
•
availability of notification interfaces, designed to follow a listener pattern (with a service
broadcasting notification to the listeners being subscribed as receivers) – the goal is to provide
means of reaction if a service itself or its state is changed – this increase in elasticity allows
easier upgrade of grid components, for instance. Key parts of this facility are named
NotificationSource and NotificationSink in the grid
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The grid environment has a clearly defined border line to how much its imposes on the services
to be deployed in it. It is summarized in [8] that imposed conventions concern mainly methods in
services creation, naming, management (control and monitoring) and communication fundamentals.
However, the strict implementation of a service is free from strict constraints, especially when it comes
to programming technology or a database persistence. This yields flexibility while keeping the
standardized fundamentals.

7.3 Evaluation of caCORE system – literature case study and experiment
Very speaking and essential example of IT application in the duty of cancer research, exploiting
caCORE integrated approach is the case study [10] conducted by representatives of many American
academic and medical institutions (Department of Pathology at the University of California, National
Cancer Institute Center for Bioinformatics, National Institutes of Health, United States Department of
Health and Human Services, Rockville, MD, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh,
PA to name just a few). The project goal was to implement a representative form of CAP cancer checklists in the caCORE system to fitted them with check-lists data. This task would allow an evaluation of
how difficult a process of introducing data into system actually is. Key step in the process was to
establish a data model of CAP check-lists basing of what models have been already present in system
dictionary storage where possible extensions of them could be required to cover new data fully (these
correction, if needed, required a cooperation with domain experts administering system dictionaries).
The whole experiment has been described comprehensively in [10] and this is the mainstream
publication evaluating the caCORE system from strictly practical point of view.
7.3.1 Call for standardization in representing domain knowledge
Motivation behind the conducted case study was the fact that CAP-alike cancer checklists were
widely used among oncologists for numerous types of cancer and there existed little difference among
forms they have taken [10], meanwhile, the check-list itself is, according to authors, relatively easy to
represent as database-alike structure. Having achieved that, data from check-lists could be harvested
and imported into the system which, since their structure would be constant and information about it
available also for machine processing, would allow conducting research on much richer data source.
The case study was focused on handling melanoma (particularly dangerous type of skin cancer
which caused most of the deaths related to causes of skin cancers [11]).
An example of a CAP melanoma check-lists can be seen below. Noticeable is the simple and
comprehensive flat document form supposed to be filled quickly by the specialists, without any
overhead necessary of the analysis of the document structure. Also, the document is fully customized
of the particular type of cancer it collects data about. Meanwhile, when preparing models of data to
represent the survey in a database-alike form, it turned out the equivalent form became far more
complicated than the survey itself and required extensive domain knowledge to render relations,
inclusions and inheritance in data instances.
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Illustration 69: An example of melanoma cancer checklist as in [10]
Such a model is called domain ontology and describes the chunk of domain knowledge, facts from it in
a form that machines are capable to process easily. Often, OWL (Web Ontology Language) [12] is a
language used to describe domain knowledge in a technical manner, with fundamentals derived from
standards like RDF (resource definition format) or UML (unified modelling language), sharing its
capabilities to model relations, inheritances and dependencies. In the caCORE data integration process,
a domain ontology, described in OWL, may be the starting point for generating the UML model which
is then used to perform semantic integration with domain ontologies already in the system and for code
generation [13]
In the experiment [10], authors implemented the process of integrating and publishing cancer
cases data in the caCORE platform to provide a case study-based example how the standardization in
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the domain can be achieved. Steps of the procedure they followed are not described in [10] to the
highest possible level of details (such extensive information is available in [13] as a detailed how-to for
caCORE programmers) but are sufficiently precise to visualize challenges in the proposed integration
process. Following sections summarize what authors conducted to reach the goal.
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7.3.2 Case study – caCORE data deployment experiment

Illustration 70: Stepwise integration of a new data source with
caCORE.
The figure roughly represent what needs to be done for integration of data to be performed and
characterizes the experiment described in [10]. The initial form of filled forms required digitalization
and then, pairing with an exact domain model, describing, in this case, types and subtypes of
melanomas, their inheritance and relations one to another and characteristics for each entity. After
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creating instances of cases by setting instantiating model classes with attributes supplied by check-lists,
the stage of having a fully functional and usable data source has been achieved.
Authors emphasized the difficulty of creating the domain ontology [10]. Already in 2004, the
NCI thesaurus contained about 36 000 concepts in 20 sub-domains, counting 110 000 terms [14] from
oncology and patient care and general medical domain and these numbers are still growing, with the
OWL representation of the thesaurus having over 110 MB in its 07.10 version. Still though, at the time
of the experiment, melanoma cancers in the caCORE weren't sufficiently represented compared to
authors' expectations [10] which drove them to extend it by creating new concepts and then integrating
them with the system, therefore allowing more effective and complete future ontology reusing in case
of publishing and analysing data about melanoma in caCORE.
Authors encountered problems anticipated already at the thesaurus design time, namely, across
cap protocols and in the thesaurus, there were subtle differences in naming conventions. The same
concepts from the domain carried different names either among CAP check-lists from different sources
(although, in general, similarities prevail) or in the thesaurus. In those cases, authors simply joined the
concepts, utilizing the fact, that, finally, a unique code always marks concepts having non-equal names
and therefore asserts their recognition is unambiguous [13] [14].
Authors also emphasized that while they were in need in keeping their models fully consistent
with the structure of the NCI Thesaurus, it was neither feasible nor crucial to reflect the structure of
caCORE meta-data (the data describing NCI Thesaurus entries - caDSR) repositories since differenced
occurred at a time [10]. Justification for this decision was that resignation from full consistency with
caDSR may not necessarily render caCORE application working erratically [10] since some structures
exist in caDSR while the are not reflected in Thesaurus structures. The opposite would happen though.
Authors gave example of melanoma cancer inheritance and collecting general statistics about cancer
intrusion depth, how improper inheritance relation present in the model and non-consistent with the
Thesaurus may include the types of melanoma which should not be taken into consideration in a case
of the exemplary query [10].
The resolution proposed for this case was being consistent with the Thesaurus terminology tree when it
did not introduce any flaws in modelled domain relationships and extension of the dictionary structure
if it rendered any misconception in authors' efforts (a NCI Thesaurus melanoma skin cancer browsable
context is depicted below).
Modelling further, authors preferred introducing numerical value domain in some places where
enumerated types were already introduced, in order to facilitate possible calculations that could use the
data. Another motivation for that was the available coexistence of two data types referring to the same
concept, but utilizing different value types depending on which one was more handy for particular
purposes [10]. Due to caCORE concept codes, such structure would not cause any ambiguity. Still
though, enumeration were extensively used when no numbers were needed and the choice of options
needed to be limited (which can be expected to be a common situation on any sort of survey, with
options to choose from).
The final result of the modelling effort in the case study was not only the representation of the
part of the medical domain affected in the experiment but also a contribution to the large model already
present in the system. Authors emphasized the relevance of reused models for their work to avoid
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building the knowledge representation from scratch. Rather than this, extension, correction and finetuning of caCORE ontology was performed with the consultation of system experts and administrators.

Illustration 71: Screenshot of the NCI Thesaurus tree view opened in a
web browser - the system context is set to melanoma cancer and was at
least partially introduced in the system by authors conducting the
research described in [10]

7.4 Modelling constraints
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For any UML model originating the structure of data to be exposed in the system, the guide for
programmers [13] exposes essential constraints on what can be used for modelling. These limitations
appear since further on the integration process, the caCORE Software Development Kit (SDK) is in
charge to generate the source code and then, respectively, the whole system as the main artefact of the
integration effort. , which, when deployed, allows data to be exchanged. The target platform and
limitations of tools SDK uses on the way and the demands of semantic consistency with what's already
in the Thesaurus and Common Data Elements (CDEs) implies some rules for modelling also.
These, according to [13], are:
•
only UML classes and their elements can be used, any methods in these classes aren't taken into
account since the model has to represent the data, not the functionality
•
attributes require a data type to be specified and this has to be a Java-compatible primitive type
– the reason for this is the fact that Java is the system target platform; primitive types usually
remain the same among different programming and execution platforms and conversion is
possible, but for the sake of ensuring there will never be any issues with type conversion, Java
primitives are enforced
•
associations should be used if there occurs inclusion of one complex type in the another – this
regulation is derived from object-oriented modelling approach and, as mentioned earlier, the
caCORE data layer shall be fully object-oriented for easy access without taking any relational
database engines aspects into account (since these aspects vary among RDBMSs); additionally,
inheritance is allowed; in case of aggregations and compositions, these are equalized to a
standard association
•
both multiplicities and names of associations end as well as their directions are mandatory
•
all entities in models shall be documented for future interoperability
Following these guidelines partially limits integrators' freedom of choice but is supposed to pay
dividend just in next steps of the integration process, allowing not only automation of the code
generation process and ensuring its success but also assuring feasibility of the semantic integration, a
step necessary to make new data entries in the system fully usable.
7.5 Modelling of the experiment-related domain part
As stated above, creating a new model for the oncology domain shall be consulted with the
actual content of caCORE system in order to extend it or improve, but not to “reinvent the wheel” by
designing what already has been designed and accepted. In the scope of the simulation of integration
process, this hasn't been performed with all the necessary scrutiny, partially because of the author
lacking knowledge in the area of oncology domain and difficulty in evaluating the caCORE thesaurus
data structures to the level of details. Author would not be able to conduct an entire medical domain
sector recognition, verification of what has already been modelled in caCORE in relation to this sector
and then contribute with own designs matching the reality at the level required by professionals
Additionally, the sheer purpose of presenting how the stepwise integration process could be done with
description of each required action partially justifies the lack of exact mapping of reality into data
structures and full sophistication of the simulation.
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Illustration 72: Part 1 of the data model including the "macroscopic result" section of CAP

7.5.1 Developing a data model representing CAP
The reference data source were CAP cancer check lists published by [16], with older version,
including protocols also, ready for printing but not for web-based information collecting (as the new
version does) available at [15]. Results of the first task can be seen on figures in this section, which
present the entire model separating its two most complex components, the microscopic and
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macroscopic survey result, in order to present them in sufficient resolution.

Illustration 73: Part 2 of the data model including the "microscopic result" section of CAP

The approach chosen was to model aggregation relations occurring in breast cancer protocol as
standard UML associations because these were only allowed in the programmers guide [13] and could
be correctly recognized further on. Encountered aggregations involved parts of the breast cancer survey
that described entirely different concepts of medical investigation related to the cancer and were in the
survey itself separated by document sections. Instead of merging them into a single UML class on the
model, they become separated, having own classes describing them and remained joined with the main
CAPReport class by a described association. Associations are all directed, with named ends, named
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themselves and with established navigability to mark which objects are supposed to be accessed and
from which direction in the model. These characteristics are also required by the guide [13] and
contributes to code generation phase. Talking about an example, the direction of an association will
decide about in which class a corresponding GET method (Java “getter”) will be created. Is the
navigation from one class into the another necessary – a getter will be present. An example for this
could be the need to navigate from the MicroscopicResult class to all of its elements – this would be
necessary to perform standard operations in the code. It's worth noting that the other direction of
navigation may also be needed at some point, when, for instance, a query would be created to find all
cases with an attribute of the microscopic result (for instance) set to a specific value. A collection of
objects (provided these aren't primitive types) representing those values could be created and then, a
possibility to trace the parent objects (reports) may arise. However, this can be worked around by
simply rewriting a query (so that it searches for reports with a microscopic result part having attributes
with desired values) and the second navigability way would not be necessary.
7.5.2 Technical aspects of enumerations and trace associations
Other specific characteristic of the model is usage of UML “Trace” relations. These aren't
allowed to appear in the scheme and therefore would not be used by code generation tools (with their
presence simply being ignored by the tools consuming the model as an input). However, by creating a
model it has been chosen to use “traces” because of enumerated type modelling issue imposed by the
guide [13]. Enumerations make up for an essential part of all data types used simply because of the
nature of the domain – in many cases, there need to be a constraint that allows only specific set of
values to be assigned to a particular variable – one of many examples is cancer invasion level, with
values representing stages “in situ” (only local cancerous tissues present), regional lymph node
involvement, other, more distant lymph node involvement and distant metastasis. All of these stages
may also be divided into sub-stages that need to be defined precisely and without any ambiguity in the
data structures. Enumerations ensure just that and that's why, beside primitive and aggregate types
(embedded classes, or, in this case structures since activities and capabilities are not modelled) they are
necessary.
To put an enumeration in the model, the programmers guide [13] requires a standard UML class
to be created (as if it were to be used in the persistence layer as an entity), however, it is to be
stereotyped with “<<CADSR Value Domain>>” or “<<enumeration>>”. By doing so, the class
becomes marked for further integration process and code generation tool is not going to create any
instances of it but simulate an enumerated data type named exactly as the class (or, presumably use the
built in enumeration support in Java platform >= 1.5.0), with allowed values holding names of
attributes of this class. Meanwhile, an ordinary attribute that is to be of this enumerated type, needs to
be tagged (which can be achieved in the Enterprise Architect modelling tool, recommended for the task
by the guide [13]) by adding a new tag named “CADSR Local Value Domain' / 'NAME OF THE
VALUE DOMAIN”. Code generation tool is going to associate these entries and create an attribute with
the desired enumerated type.
The situation described above is the context for using “traces” in the project – on the model
itself a viewer would struggle to associate standalone classes destined to be enumerated types with
particular attributes in fully-functional classes. By having “traces” present, the picture of relations
occurring in the model is, according to author's opinion, much clearer.
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7.5.3 Model content with explanation
The following table contains model elements chosen from the CAP check-list (most of them has
been picked with only few considered of minor importance left – in a normal process, all of them
would be transferred into the system for richer and more accurate knowledge engineering and
prognosis capabilities)

Model element

Description, role, characteristics

Patient

Basic data about the person in the scope of the survey are represented
rather just to show relations between medical surveys and patients
that are subject of care. In the caCORE system, structures responsible
for storing information about sick people are much more complex.
However, having the Patient entity, one can easily image what sort of
connections of breast cancer survey and persons would occur – that's
why the crossing point of it remained in the model.

CAPReport

The document representing results of medical investigation. It should
be considered rather as an aggregation since most of information it
represents is stored in subsequent objects embedded in it. However,
basic data may be represented as its attributes (like comments and
other findings in the model). Motivation to store the rest in embedded
objects of other classes is the introduction of hierarchy and structure
into domain models. It may render queries and access notation a bit
more
complex
(in
the
fashion:
mainObj.subordEmbedObj.desiredAttribute

rather

than

mainObj.desiredAttribute) but this yields better context separation,
order in the model and makes understanding it a bit easier, according
to author's conviction. Examples of deep, multi-level hierarchy in the
caCORE Thesaurus are common. Following this pattern, an
aggregate-alike CAPReport class has been introduced.
MacroscopicResult

The class represents findings of a medical investigation acquired by
observations and analysis of the case without monitoring its internal
factors (by employing mammography, biopsy, USG screening,
punction and any others). The class is partially also an aggregate to
store both standalone attributes and subordinate instances (reason is
the same as in case of the report).

MicroscopicResult

The class represents findings of a medical investigation that includes
all factors other than the ones that would be associated with the
MacroscopicResult. In other words, results others than of superficial
checks and basic monitoring are contained here. These include
analysis of the tumour itself, its structure and internal location, tissue
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Model element

Description, role, characteristics
parameters, lymph nodes invasion and similar. While this may seem
as a laymen explanation, one can imagine this class investigation
subjects are located “in” the patient body and are much more precise
and informative than macroscopic evaluation which rather focuses on
describing the tumour case in basic terms.

Margin

Margins are the boundaries of excision of tumour tissue in order to
remove it avoiding the need of complete mastectomy [15]
(preservation effort) and are to be evaluated by checking for the
dimensions and structure of EIC or others methods, like pathological
tests of the removed specimen [15].

TumourSite

Specifies the location of cancerous components in the patient's breast
breast. Since tumour may have invaded more than single location, an
option of multi-selection is necessary. The location is described by
virtually partitioning a breast into intuitively described regions. It's
worth noticing that this part of evaluation is always bounded to the
main report classes (hence 1 to 1 UML multiplicity) and in case of
this evaluation being physically not performed, and enumerated value
of “unknown” is set.

HistologicType

The historical type attribute is a simplified when compared to
professional historical schemes defined by WHO [15] since, for
simulation purposes, the presence of limited representation is
considered to be sufficient.

ExtentOfInvasion

A small aggregation class describing the extent of invasion of tumour
tissue considering its local occurrence as well as other part of the
body, including lymph nodes. The level of invasion is defined by
codes describing particular stages.

ArchitecturalPattern

Multi-selection class described the structure of lesion and
accompanying measurement are performed by assessing the size and
internal structure of it by pathology investigation of the specimen
[15]

SpecimenTypeEnum

The enumerated class describes how specimen for investigation has
been acquired. This includes excising the test samples, radical
mastectomy or localization of the case (in terms of mass and
calcification) using needles.

LymphNodeSamplingEnum

The enumerated class describes to what extent lymph nodes were
sampled in order to check for possible cancer extension and
metastasis.

LateralityEnum

The enumeration defines how lateral in terms of location excision
margins are [15]

PrimaryTumour (enumeration) The enumerated class encodes the level of tumour staging at its
primary location in the patient's breast. The staging has been
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Model element

Description, role, characteristics
differentiated into steps of level granular enough to describe the
situation. This keeps the model simple while providing necessary
information – a competing solution of describing each and every
individual situation would require much more complicated structures
and, since the encoded staging was chosen, would not improve the
description essentially. [15]
The codes are related to situations of no traces of cancer, cancer in
situ, cancer of particular staged sizes and expanding to other parts of
breast [15]

RegionalLymphNodes

The enumerated class may be considered as an analogy to the
PrimaryTumour enumeration, only it is related to the lymph node
invasion staging. It is required to provide outcome of a pathology
report in which number of lymph nodes examined, invaded and
invasion extent (size) are stated [15] and, in response to this
requirement, the stage codes used in CAP provide just that.

Necrosis

The class represents the the type of necrosis presence (by
enumeration).

NuclearGrace

The enumeration class contains 3 codes for situations matching those
described in [15].

TubuleFormation

Tubule formation is an enumerated class supporting another
parameter of tumour stage grading [15] and covers three expected
results defined in CAP.

NuclearPleomorphism

The enumerated class represents one of the factors evaluated during
the histopathological investigation and is related to forms of nuclei
found in the tissue being tested. The factor contributes to the
Nottingam combined histologic grade. [15]

7.5.4 Physical data model
The model of a part of the domain is supposed to be used to semantically integrate it with the
rest of the ontology (with copying part of it directly into the ontology if the corresponding sub-model
wasn't present) and, generally speaking, to assure that custom tailored data source describing the
disease cases (in this example) is fully compatible with the system. However, when exposing the
mentioned data source within the system, caCORE itself is not supposed to handle the data storage
operations itself. These are supposed to remain intact in their original form, only a object-oriented
access layer wrapping the data is to be designed [13]. This assert flexibility and independence on the
specific technology like database engines serving as the actual data source which can be of any type as
long as proper interfaces are available that connect the system with the source.
From the caCORE-side, the technology chosen by system designers to implement mentioned
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abstraction layer has been Hibernate. Assumed motivation for this choice being that its (like the
caCORE) based on the Java platform [17], it can handle a large number of underlying database engines,
including most popular ones like Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL and many others [17] and
its popularity among developers [17] increases the chances its specification will be familiar to
relatively many integrators. Author's experience confirms this popularity.
Hibernate allows to create an object-oriented data abstraction layer to access and manipulate the
data directly from the data source (RDBMS for instance) by operating on the level of Java objects [17].
This scenario fits exactly in what needs to be done to physically expose the data in caCORE. In order to
achieve this, a physical data model (tables and relations in a modelling tool or their SQL script
equivalent) need to be created. It is then used to automatically generate data abstraction interfaces by
analysing the relational structure and generating a matching Hibernate XML descriptor file (feature
delivered by caAdapter, a tool from the caCORE tool-set for developers) which, at the end of the
process, can be used for source code generation for the data service to be deployed.
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Illustration 74: An exemplary physical data model from
caCORE SDK examples corresponding with UML class
diagram for a part of the domain ontology.

It is relevant to emphasize that physical data models are a part of the data service and are
virtually invisible form the caCORE system point of view due to mentioned abstraction layer. The
system responsibility is to take provide integrated data manipulation features from Java objects
perspective, hence it has little common with underpinnings of how queries are implemented.
Disadvantages of this approach are: possible performance penalty (as almost every additional
transformation layer which does not change the data only adjusts their format for compatibility
introduces) and high odds that specific, unique features of various RDBMs used as physical data source
may not be exploited for the sake of interoperability. This is justified by elasticity achieved with such a
design which, logically, is necessary when data sources of arbitrary form should be capable of being
integrated with the caCORE and effort to make them compatible should be as minimal as possible.
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Indeed, in author's own experience with Hibernate and development of data abstraction functionality,
both performance drawbacks and increased elasticity are to be found in modern software designs with
similar approach to data manipulation.

7.6 Semantic integration with the caCORE ontology
Integrating the new data source with caCORE system ontology is performed in few steps, with
the main goal being exposition of new data in the system for common research in the way they are fully
compatible with the entire model (without need of changing them radically, in best cases without need
of changing their structure at all). That demands common data semantics (meaning, understanding), i.e.
either the terminology and naming conventions have to be the the same or there needs to exist a
mapping between them providing necessary translation. Assuming that the terminology on the data
source and in the system is very likely to differ at least to some point, semantic integration process
handles development of a mapping and description rendering new data fully usable and exploitable.
Tools provided by American National Cancer Institute (NCI), the main sponsor of caBIG project (part
of which caCORE is) available on-line – the semantic integration workbench (SIW) and the
downloadable caAdapter are key software in this step of data service creation.

7.6.1 Connecting ontology domain models with data models
The goal of mapping created models is to automate creation of Hibernate XML mapping file
exploiting the data model and to add tags to the project files than later are going to be used by SDK in
integration and code generation phase [13]. The caAdapter tool, included in the caCORE SDK bundle
provides the mapping functionality.
The task consists of manipulating the model in caAdapter after prior exporting it developed in
Enterprise Architect. This tool is widely advised in developer documentation since it provides all the
features necessary to perform initial integration phase and the process has been tested using this. As a
cost-free open source alternative, the ArgoUML has been proposed for developers with notifications
that some steps cannot be automated with this UML development environment as it does not support as
many features as its commercial alternative.
When mapping, three types of models elements are joined with mapping lines, one type for
every type of elements to be joined. These are as follows [13]:
•
UML classes, mapped to database tables (dependency mapping line)
•
attributes of classes, mapped to table columns (attribute mapping line)
•
associations between classes, mapped to foreign key columns in the physical model that reflect
theses associations (association mapping line)
After this step, the tool allows validation of the mapping, detecting which elements have no marked
counterparts of which mappings are otherwise illegal.
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Part of the exemplary mapping is depicted below.

Illustration 75: Connections between entities of ontology domain model and data model in
caAdapter [13]
An essential functionality provided by caAdapter is that all the changes made to the model by
introducing the mapping are saved back in its XMI representation which can be then used again in
Enterprise Architect for further manipulation in an enriched form.
The most relevant aspect of this stage is that mapping as presented above does not need to be as
straightforward, as data models would be created after the class models as a follow-up, with striking
resemblance. The models can differ from one anther

7.6.2 Mapping models to ontology concepts with SIW
After connecting the concepts from domain models (expressed in UML) with their data
representation, a semantic integration needs to be done, which amount to ensuring, that concepts of
different name across the system, but describing the same entities, in fact are linked to the same
primary entities. An example given in literature is the situation with introducing two new drugs into the
system, with models associated with them and they not only carry different names (drug and agent), but
fields of their characteristics are named differently as well (drug code, agent ID for instance). Semantic
integration has to ensure all of these are linked to the same prime model entities or fields.

7.6.3 Phases of integration

Guide for programmers [13] distinguishes four phases of semantic integration process.
1. Exporting the model to XMI format with possible adjustments, this is the target input version
for software tool assisting in integration (SWI – semantic integration workbench).
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2. Annotating the created model (described by XMI) with concepts from the system domain.
This is the most significant part of the process which actually contributes the core part of the
integration, all the other are either supplementary or follow-ups. Using the SIW, often with the
involvement of domain experts and system administrators helping with consultation, concepts
have to be carefully linked by adding correct names, stored then in the XMI form. SIW
software, running in on-line mode, reads the entities from the project input file and allows to
assign them a proper original concept from the system, hence it can be said that integration is a
manual (and laborious) process, only slightly backed with caCORE tools (saving the developers
from manually working on the model files, which would possibly be much more error-prone).
Although the annotation is relatively easy in terms of IT, it requires wide domain knowledge to
properly understand concepts on both sides (the project to be integrated and the system already
in use), therefore it is advised to have a domain professional working on this.

Illustration 76: Semantic Integration Workbench in use to annotate concepts from the
model with original names in the caCORE, as found in [13]
3. Validating of the annotated model and introduction of value domains. These parts are
considered to be the finish of semantically joining the parts and contain of running SIW
validation procedure to check the mapping completeness as well as exporting created value
domains into caCORE dictionaries. The second task basically looks up for special classes in the
model, tagged in the way that protects them from being initialized and enforces usage of their
fields as enumeration values for other classes' attributes. If possible, linking an enumeration
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attribute with value domain already introduced to the system is advised, however, not always
possible, hence the need of deployment of a new one (after this, attribute(s) making use of it can
be linked). All these activities are backed by SIW features.
4. Loading/registering the model to the caCORE system. A java tool called “UML Loader”
transfers the project model into the caCORE server and converts entities it contains into entities
in the system dictionaries and data elements database or value domains, if class tagging
suggests that. Since UML Loader does not perform models compatibility check, all the previous
steps are then necessary for the deployment to work successfully and supply the loader with
information how linkage shall be done.
Regarding the speeding up of the integration process in its most time-consuming phase, one
particular feature of SIW should be mentioned and its so called UML Roundtrip Mode. As stated
before, basically, models have to be annotated by hand, basing on the fact that its developers know
what particular terms in the model mean and can find a match in the caCORE domain, navigating to the
right concept exploiting its tree-alike, hierarchy based structure which facilitates searching. However, if
names used in the model happen to be exactly the same, an automatic matching using these similarities
can facilitate model description.
This fact should be taken into consideration at the modelling stage – to research how concepts
in the system related to what's modelled are named and use those names. In the best possible case,
Roundtrip Mode could link the entire model with the system ontology.
Still thought, it needs to be pointed this feature allows to automatically integrate only the
models of domain pieces already present in the system. If the goal is to at least partially extend the
caCORE ontology with own contribution, obviously the concepts that are just being introduced, cannot
be found resisting in the domain already. This renders Roundtrip useless in automatic mapping at the
beginning. But it could still be used after the new terms are introduced to system vocabularies in the
same form they are present in the model.
7.7 Data service (caCORE-alike system) generation
The final task in the project is to build and run the system. It's main purpose is to supply the
data to the caCORE network and therefore act as an independent yet fully integrated with the domain
standards as well as fully accessible using predefined access methods. The system is then a peer in the
entire network of data sources (and services that serve a set of features used to work with data), tied
with common model (oncology domain) and working as a disperse database.
Notable is how this schema fits into reality of various oncology research institutes, often having their
own, proprietary, enclosed systems for handling research results. When switching into caCORE, these
institute can supply other researchers with the data that can be easily consumed and processed (since
following of standards in enforced in the entire caCORE integration process described in the thesis)
and the results of their research can be available immediately for others to use. Other parties no longer
need to wait until a publication associated with the research results is published.
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Since the system has to act as a data provider, deploying it and generating its source code as
well as execution environment requires components and software typical for data delivery system.
These are: a database engine instance, application server (for handling data requests) and middle-ware
functionality processing queries. Because all of the key system schemes, like the model of the domain
part, physical data model and linkage to entire domain model are already there, interfaces and logic
code can be automatically generated. The detailed process is handled by ant tools, one of the most
popular Java application building engines (an equivalent to GNU make) and includes a vast number of
steering parameters, defining which RDBMS and application server to use, how to configure them and
where their installation instances should be or which O/R mapping technology to run. The bird-view of
the newly created caCORE peer in the entire network is depicted below.

Illustration 77: caCORE system bird view perspective after
deployment of new data source.
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7.8 Comparison of SEER Stat and caCORE
System aspect

SEER Stat

Type
of
data A set of fixed-structure databases of
source/data
model cancer diseases cases (which may be
and its content
seen as data warehouse facts),
available on-line, as a download for
off-line use and as flat files for custom
processing.

caCORE networked integrated
system
An extensible global ontology
covering as many aspects of oncology
knowledge, not only the structure of
cancer diseases themselves connecting
an extensible number of data sources
that supply the system with real data
having to comply with data structures
it enforces (by providing the mapping
between their structure and following
the system structure as much as
possible).

The database structure cannot be
changed and users cannot contribute to
it by extending models and supplying
new data sources. Any operation like
this would require very intense
cooperation
with
NCI
system Every research group can expand the
responsibles.
system by following a well-described
integration procedure.
The content is statistical data about
cancer diseases, very rich in its form, The caCORE database can then be
but does not cover other oncology considered as a peer-to-peer network
concepts, like drugs in use, extensive of standalone database engines.
therapy
descriptions,
symptom
mappings etc.
Analytical
in use

methods Data warehousing methods already
supplied with the system, like
multidimensional
analysis,
aggregations, drill-through views,
calculated columns, trends, statistics,
probabilities and domain-specific
calculations.
No data mining functionality like
decision trees, neural networks,
classification and clustering etc.
algorithms
are
present.
No
visualisation is present (web front-end
visualisations exploit little system
potential. However, exporting the data
for visualisation or further analysis
proved to be rather easy (timeconsuming though).

Qualifications

At the moment, no analytical tools are
to be found in the system, which,
being still under development, serves
only small partition of data it could
possibly make accessible.
Planned are analysis services which
can be exposed through the system
just like data sources are, using
common interfaces. This could lead to
implementing any type of analysis
(DW, DM, custom) in the system, at
the moment though its in the too early
stage, the documentation on how to
deploy analytical services in caCORE
also is poor at the moment (unlike the
integration documentation).

The system is very easy to use and A differentiation needs to be made at
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System aspect

SEER Stat

caCORE networked integrated
system

required to use the little experience in database-alike
system/easiness
of application and Excel pivot tables is
use
fully sufficient to make a lot of use of
it. Even statistical adjustments are
presented in comprehensive manner.
All in all, very little IT qualifications
are necessary to handle the SEER Stat
and related tools. Availability of online mode makes usage even easier.

this point.

How fast does it take The system is ready to use in terms of
to start using the both finished installation as well as
system
easiness to operate. Naturally, referring
to the documentation is necessary to
perform more refined analysis, but the
manuals are also very straightforward.

Just understanding of the system
concept (which is by far more
complicated than SEER Stat) takes a
lot of time for research papers
skimming (if not detailed reading).
navigating through the web—enabled
structures is straightforward but using
the data becomes difficult and
certainly cannot be compared with
SEER Stats quick start (a matter of
minutes, not more than an hour
compared to a couple of days).

Browsing the caCORE dictionaries
and CDEs (common data elements,
repositories of ontology entities) is
quite easy due to availability of
intuitive, browser-based tools.
Consuming the data is more difficult,
but performing and integration
process can be considered very hard,
time-consuming,
requiring
professional skills in both oncology as
well as IT, thus enforcing teams of
researchers from both disciplines.

The integration process would
certainly take more than week (in fact
it could take much more than a week)
if performed by inexperienced staff of
both IT and oncology specialists.
What is the system Next in a row stable release
development stage

Potential
system

of

The system core is stable and
operating (second stable release) but
since the P2P based system needs to
be fed with peer content, it can take
very long until it becomes fully
functional.

the Very high but limited since data source The limit is only set by the
is not extensible (at least not as advancement of ontology and
extensible as caCORE)
coverage of it by peer data sources
and exposed data services.
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System aspect
Documentation/user
manual quality

SEER Stat

caCORE networked integrated
system

Very
good,
content-rich
and Good only in some aspects and large
straightforward, one uses it quickly and in terms of volume. Getting system
efficiently.
bird view at the beginning is difficult
(due to its complexity and )
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8 Conclusions

8.1 Research questions revised
Standard multidimensional analysis techniques, widely used in data warehouses, are the method
of choice for analysis of historical oncological data. It was found that typical data warehouse layout of
data should be applied to historical records of cancer cases. This means every case should be
considered as a fact in a fact table and described by as many attributes (serving then as dimensions
during analysis) as possible. A disadvantage of such layout is that in case of historical data reaching
many years in the past, not all the attributes for every case can be provided, leading to blank or null
fields. This raises additional requirements researchers have to meet, namely, verification of values
availability for attributes that they want to observe in a selected records sample. The advantage is a
possibility of very powerful and meaningful analysis in which the most relevant prognostic factor as
well as variations of incidence and survival can be observed, summarized and exploited as trends over
time or in relation to other prognostic factors, all of that with varying level of granularity. Strength of
these techniques proved itself when they allowed to spot a possible reason of prostate cancer peak
incidence that took place in 1992.
It was also found that organizing data in the described way and applying standard warehousing
techniques allow non-professionals in terms of oncology to perform data analysis. It is advised though
that professionals from both domains, oncology and data analysis should always seek cooperation.
Many publications about the subject were found where such cooperation proved to be successful. In
case of this report, results would certainly be more valuable if a consultation of a cancer specialists was
available. Reason for this is limited understanding of attributes describing cancer cases by most of
computer scientists.
Evaluation of data mining techniques in analysis of cancer data resulted in a conclusion that
while neural networks and bayesian algorithm proved more efficient in cross-valuation of predictive
power, observing models that were created by worse-performing algorithms also allowed extraction of
useful and valuable patterns that weren't present in the output of best performers. This suggests as
many algorithms as possible should be used for analysis since, summarily, such pack can provide better
results than picking most efficient ones only.
Evaluation of how future cancer data systems for analytical purposes could be build was carried
by extensive usage of SEERStat, currently possibly most powerful but enclosed system and an
experiment conducted over the caCORE, a system currently in development. The idea of it is to make a
common data model (called ontology) available and allow interested parties to integrate with the
system by means of publishing their own data, provided they are rendered compatible with the model.
This compatibility is to be achieved by following an integration procedure, including data
transformation and exposition. An experiment included in the thesis was basically a simulation of such
integration.
This research concluded that systems with an ambition of being fully extensible by adding more
and more peers supplying their own data (like for instance medical institutes from any part of the
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world) are very difficult to integrate with. The procedure is complicated, requires in depth knowledge
of huge ontology presented by caCORE, takes a lot of effort and time and is virtually infeasible without
strict cooperation of oncology and IT professionals. Despite that, a potential of such system, when fully
functional, is superior over an enclosed system like SEERStat. One has to remember though that while
caCORE remains dysfunctional as for now, SEERStat is at its full steam, very robust and reliable. And
to be precise, it also provides some means of adding data to it, however this requires a careful analysis
of SEERStat data format and serious programming knowledge.
In order then to address problems of future cancer data systems, a suggestion was made these
should be basically designed like caCORE but with as much encapsulation known from object oriented
programming and as much usage of simple web services interfaces as possible. This would make
integration procedures simpler and therefore tempting for researchers which are willing to participate in
creating possibly the richest sources of cancer data. Additionally, scope of the caCORE-alike system
could be slightly limited which would result in making its data model simpler and therefore more
comprehensive. Provided these conditions are met, a system like caCORE could succeed as much as
other "social network" projects did, being driven by the power of community.
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